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PREFACE

This is one of 10 units in a program of Training for Leadership in

Local Educational Improvement Programs. Development of the program was '
a

begun at the Learning Research and Development Center at the University of

Pittsburgh and has been carried forward at Researck for Better Schools in

Philadelphia.

If you nave in hand.the Instructor's Guide to the program, or Unit 1

entitled Training...Program Introduction. and General Study Plan Guide, you

will have sufficient introduction to the nature and purposes of the

training program. If you do not have access to one or both of these items,

the followinvparagraphs will introduce you to this unit of the,program:

This unit was designed for use by anyone holding a position calling

for leadership in planniog.and conducting local educational change progrmns.

This means school district leaders - central office administrators, building

principals, curriculum specialists, or teachers involved in change project

teams. Also it means graduate students in curriculum, administration, or

supervision. In addition, curricUlum specialists or field personnel of

state education departments or other educational agencies may find the unit

of value in their work with school districts - as in the conduct of workshops

involving local school personnel.

The unit can be studied on a wholly self-instructional basis, or with

an instructor's direction. It requires one or two days of study time.

The unit's topic - improving the tuplementation of a local educational

program - is clearly an important One. A program cannot deliver its potential

benefits unless it is effectively ilmplemented, and studies have shown that

ineffective implementation of local programs is a common occurrence.

111/0
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UNIT 9. ANALYZING AND IMPROVING THE IMPL'EMENTATION

OF A LOCAL EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM

Introducti6

No educational program, however well designed, will be successful unless

it is effectively implemented.. This is just as true ofkraditional"

programs as of innovative or change programs that are newly introduced in a

school system. Very often, what a school syaem should undertake is improving

the implementation of traditional programs rather than introducing new

programs. The same is true of a change program that has been underway for a

reasonable period; often the need is to make its implementation mere effective.

Studies of the degree of implementation of change programs have revealed

that a htgh proportion of such programs never is full implemented. This has

been found, for example, witil change programs introducing nongraded

organizational plans, cooperative teaching, departmentalization in the

elementary school, and innovitive curricula in elementary and secondary

schools.

Often a program is implemented well in its formal aspects (materials,

equipment, staff assignments, etc.) but not in the conduct of idstruction or

otgr procedUres it calls for. Thus, ability grouping usually is well

impleinented in the assignment of students to groups since this requires only

administrative arrangements. However, studies have found that many teachers

do not modify their instructional approaches to suit differences between high

and low groups. Innovative curricula adopted by a school, system very often

' are poorly implemented because teachers teach them using traditional

instructional approaches instead of the new approaches required.

Improving the implementation of programs that already are in operation is

a vital function of specialists in educational change. Until it achieves

effective implementation of a program, a school district cannot reap the



Unit 9 - 2

benefits.that the program was designed to yield. Also, no fair judgment.can

be made about the potential benefits of a program whose key features have

nOt been placed effectively in operation.

The term "local educational program" as used in this unit requires

definition. The term is used here to refer to'a school's instructional

program or any major segment of it. Thus, the self-Oontained classroom and

team teaching represent general organizational arrangements for instruction,

while the use of the Sullivan Basic Reading Laboratory (BRL) materials

illustrates a part of the instructional program in one curriculum area. The

-term also refers to any planned provisions for interpersonal or intergroup

relations,at school or for school-community relations. In addition, it refers

4
to any aspect of staffing,. administration or supervision, and staff training.

Unit Objectives

In this unit you will study how to identify icey features of a local

Oucational program and how to assess present levels of implementation Of

those features. You will learn how to probe for causes of faulty

implementation and practice the leadership function of designing plans to

improve the program's implementation.

Upon completing this unit, you should be able to:
=

I. Identify and list the essential features of 4 local educational program
from a written or oral description of it.

2. Design a plan for assessing the implementation of the features of an
educational program.

3. Desiin a plan for conducting a causal analysis of shortcomings in

the implementation of an educational program.

4. Design a plan for identifying and evaluating resources likely to
overcome the shortcomings identified.

5. Design a plan for improving the implementation of an educational
program.

6
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Who Can Benefit from Studying This Unit?

This unit is meant. especially ror school system leaders who have

responsibilities in planning and implementing local educational programs,-

particularly associate or assistant superintendents, curriculum coordinators,

building principals-, and members of project teams. The 'unit should be

valuable both for incumbents in these roles aed'for those preparing for such

roles. In addition, the unit should be useful to consultants from statg

education departments, educational consulting firms, and universities who

frequently are called upon by school systems to help them improve their

capabilities and-performence.

7
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Unit Study Plan

In approaching this unit your first task is to decide how intensively

you want or need to study each objective. Then you will need to plan how to

go about it. Here is a guide for doing so, either with help from your

instructor (if you have one) or on your own. ,The procedure you are to follow
.

is in four steps: assessing vqur needs to study the unit, deciding on your

way of studying it, assessing your mastery of the unit objdctives after '

study, and filling out your evaluaticm of the untt.

1. Personal assessment of needs to study the unit. In this step, you

first shoul4 leaf quickly througfi 'the unit to familiarize yourself with the

objectives and their content. Do this in a cursory fashion; it serves only

'to set your mind in relaticm to the unit. Fifteen minutes should be enough

time for skimming over the unit contents.

Next, complete the Pre-Assessment Exercise (pages 5-7) as a_basis for

estimating your present degree of mastery of unit objectives. The exercise

calls upon you to think through each.of a series of steps in arriving at a

plan tb remeay shortcomings-in implementation and to write down your

tllustrative answer Tor each st2p. You should not.take more than 20-30

minutes to do the Pre,Assessment Exercise.

When you complete the exercise, you should turn to page 8 for directions

on checking your answers with use of the Pre-Assessment Exercise Answer Key.

t
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PRE-ASSESSMENT EXERCISE - UNIT 9 v

0 4
III/1

- Planning_to Remedy Shortcomings in a_Prooram's Implementation

Arecttons: This exercise offers you a way of.check-ing how'well prepared you.
are to perform-the steps 4n planning a i'emedy for shortcomings in the
implementatipm of a local educational program. This exercise shool0 take

...4. V
A-more than one-half hour. Ohen you complete the exercise, compare your

.

answers to those pven fn the Answer Xdy aS explained on page 8.
. . .

1. From the following description, write down a list of the features of the
MIGS program to he implemented,in the Franklin Intermediate School.

Methods of Inquiry in General Science (MIGS) is a new commercial science
course for intermediate schools. The two-semester course contains 100 .

separate project units, each consisting of a study guide, a set of reading
bookles, and a list of materials, equipmek, etc. to be provided by the
,school. There,are 20 projects each in mechanics, electricity, chemistny,
plants,.and antmals. Each student receives a copy of the Inquiry Methods
Handbook as a gutde in planning projects'and preparing project reports.
The science lab s to be divided into 5 learning stations, one for each
of.the project areas, and a library center housing reading materials. Each
learning station is to be equipped with what is required to perform the
projects in its area and is to provide work space for 10 students, while
the library center is to provide study space for 15 students. (These figures
assume a class of 40 students or less.)

During each semester, each student is required to do one project in each
area, two or three indepengently, and the others with a fellow student.
Each student can do as many additional projects as ;ime permits. The student
elects each project with the iqtructor's apprbval. Not more than one stu-
dent or student pair can work on a given project at a given time. The
instructor assists students individually or in pairs. ,Students present oral
or written reports on all'of their projects as the instructor's main basis
for evaluating their work..: Both instructor and student keep an up-to-date
record of projects performed and their level of accomplishment.

List of program features (Be brief. You may or may not need all the numbers.)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5,

6.

7.

8,

9.,

1110

10.

11.

12. .

13.

9
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... .

:2/liew would:you cibtairf data on whether the Franklin I.S. chose4.to modify
s.'.-

its version of MIGS in Any Way from what has beed described?

! /_.

1

t 1

oo

...

Aia

,

...

,

4.

J. . .... ..:.

. .
...---

. ...

/ I. ... '
.

....

3. Assume 3 Science teachers each has four classes in MLGS. What plan would
you use to assess how well the following procedures were emploxed in the'.
12 classes? (Assume that you gather ydur data just after a semester has
ended.)

0

. -.: . .

a. Students elect projects in conference with theinstructor.,I

,

.1). Etch student does projectsin each area etch semester, two or three
individually and the others.with another sudent.

. .

6
...

4. List aspects of the classroom set.,) for MIGS where it is likely that
shortcomings of implementatton'will be fonnd.

d.c

/

10

\

14

:

:

t,

-,. ,11M -=

,16
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6. Assume that,Teacher A made extensive use
disyyssions,rather than teaching MOS on
a number of likety causes of this faulty
get data on t9em?

Unit 9 - 7

.

of whole-class lectures and
an individual basis. What are .
implementation and how would you

OP

4

e.

6. Assume you found tfiat one major cause of Teacher A's failure to follow
the required procedure was a lackof understaading of how to individual-
ize instruction. What are typesof sources you would turn to in seeking
information on ways,of overcoming this failure?

r-
7. Outline a plan for remedying the shortcoming in TeadWA's instruction

and state reasons for your ehoice.

(Continue on back if you need more space.)
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Now that'you have completed the Pre-Assessment Exercise, you'and ;our

instructor, if you have one) should compare your answer4 with those given in

the Pre-Assessment Exercise Answer Key (end of unit). Compare the quality

and detail of yor..:- answers with those in the Answer Key. ere is no oire

right answer . to any of the questions. Xlso, the Answer Key gives fuller

answers to some of the seven parts of the-Exercise than you would be egected

to give.

In the table below, check the.estimates you make of your degree of mastery

of each part ql,the Pre-Assespent Exerldse. Check HIGH if you judge your

answer to be right On target and in adequate detail. Check MODERATE if you

judge your answer to be.good but lacking'some points needed for a fylly

adequate answer. Check LOW if you find your answer to be inappropriate

very incomplete.

Item # Stage in Planning Process
Level of Mastery Shown

Hi,h Moderate tow

1. Listing key features of the MIGS program

.2. Finding whether Franklin I.S..made changes

3. Plans for assessing program tmp1ementati60

4. Listing likely shortcomings of Implementation 111.
S. Listing likely causes of fautty implementation 41.11
64 Finding likely ways to overcome shortcomihgs

7. Outlining a plin chosen to remedy shortcomings

.,..1,
w.

How, in the.table below listiqg the objectives of Unit 9, indicate for

each whether you judge that you need only to study it for review purposes or to

study.it carefully. The item numberi in the Pre-Assessment Exercise related to

;each unit objective are indicated.

1.2
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Unit Obj,ective

1. rdentify and list essential features of a
local educational improvement program (Items 1,2)

2. Design a plan for assessing implementation of
a program's features (Items 3,4)

3. Design a way of conducting a causal analysis of
shortcomings in program implementation (Item 5)

4. Survey likely ways of overcoming shortcomings
in.implementation (Item 6)

5. Design a plan toAmprove program implementation

Unit 9 - 9

Review Study
only carefully

.0.11

,=.

2. Study procedure. To study the unit, keep in mind that you will gain

by doing the objectives in the order in which they appear since each section

of the unit assumes a certain level of understanding based on the previous

one. Some parts-, according to your maste6, estimates, will require your

careful study while others will need only to be reviewed.

You may wish to study all or part of this unit with one or more other

students. Also, your instructor may elect to conduq1/4group sessions. And,

of course, you could study the unit entirely independ'ently.

Probab3y you will need one or two days to study this unit, depending

on how intensively you wish to study any or all of the objectives. It is

best to proceed through the unit as it Is presented and then to make plans

for later, more detailed study of those areas of particular interest to you.

(When you complete study of the unit, you will find directions for the

Post-Assessment Exercise and the Unit Evaluation.)

13
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I

Objective 1. Identify and list the essential features of a local educational
program from a written or oral descriptton of it.

In setttng about to improve the implementatton of any program or program

element of a school system, the ftrst task ts to make a careful assessment of

present shortcomings of Implementation. nits divides into two sub-tasks:

specifying the essential features of the program that need to be implemented

and assessing the extent to which each of those features has been implemented.

kbjective 1 focuses on the task of arriving at an accurate liit of program

features.

The essential features of a program are those featurei that must be fully

implemented in order for the program to be operating effectivelx: They are

required rather than optional. They are elements in the blueprint of the

program. They include the, "what" of the program (materials, equipment,

arrangements, etc.) and the "how" (procedures to be followed). They are the

things one would need to examine in determining whether or not the program had

been implemented fully.

Your leadership in arriving at a full and accurate list of essential pro-

gram features is necessary, whether you are the program's director, a school

system official with the responsibility of monitoring the program, or an outside

consultant assigned the job of helping improve the program's implementation.

Whatever your role, the task is the same, though the circumstances of your

involvement will differ with the role.you are filling. The following deals

with the process of obtaining a list of program features without regard to the

particular role you are filling.

A very frequent s uation is when a school system has adopted a program

developed outside the stem. In such a case, it almost always is true that

the progra . s provu written materials giving a description of the

program's features. Developing a list of these features then is simply a matter

1
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of abstracting them from the description.

Frequently a school system adopts some program develop-d elsewhere

and, in adapting it to the local situationmakes certain changes in the

program. In this case, identifying program features calls for preparing a

list from descriptions given by the originators of the program, then modifying

that list from written or oral reports specifying the changes made by the

school system.

Many times school systems build their own programs, ordinarily selecting

some features from programs developed elsewhere, and adding some features of

their own, thus arriving at a program designed to fit the needs and character-
,

istics of the system. Developing an accurate list of features of such a program

can be difficult since it is not uncommon for a school system to have no formal

written description of the program it created. Also it is not uncommon for

changes to be made from the initial written description of a program without

their'being written down in a revision of the initial description. In this

case, it is necessary to interview those responsible for the program to learn

just what changes have been made.

To give you practice in listing program features, Exercise 1 calls upon

you to identify and write down the essential features of a local educational

program. The rule to follow in preparing your list is to identify every aspect

of the program that you would expect to find in a school that implemented it.

Exercise 1

In this exercise, you are asked to prepare a list of features of a local

improvement program from a written description of it and to indicate where in

that description each feature is stated. The program described is that for an

intermediate school in a large metropolitan school district.

1:3



Unit 9 - 12

Use the Exercise 1 - Worksheet (page 16) in listing program features.

When you locate one, make an abbreviated statement of it on the worksheet

and indicate the paragraph(s)-where it was stated. Here is an example of

the sort of entry you should make.

FEATURE DESCRIPTION OF FEATURE PARAGRAPH
(A,B,etc.) REFERENCE

A. Use with grades 5-8 or 6-8' 2

(When you complete the exercise, check your entries with the Exercise' I -

Answer Key on page 17.)

16
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The Wildwood Intermediate School Program (WISP) in a Metropolitan District

Para- Considering the emphases and directions to be sought in the
graph

intermediate years of a child's education, WISP provides a4new school

1 organization for use in achieving basic changes in curriculum, methodology,

and guidance so that a more effective program of education can result.

Although the direction is toward a four-year form of organization,

some pilot schools will be made up of grades 6-7-8. Priority will be

2 given to establishing 5-6-7-8 schools where such organization provides

space in elementary schools for the expansion of the early childhood

programs.

WISP will offer enough variety and depth,of instructional material

for most children to require four full years of attendance. Individual

programming, however, will permit children to progress at different rates

3 in their various suiSjects. Subject acceleration, resulting in advanced

placement, will be emphasized. Thus, some children will be Mile to com-

plete the regular sequence in three years, while other children will re-

quire five ytars. However, fifteen-year olds, regardless of-achievement

levels, should be transferred to high school.

Small schools-within-schools, each representing a cross section of

the total school population, are to be set up. For example, in a school

accommodating 1800 pupils, three sub-schools of approximately 600 pupils

4 will be organized. The 600 pupils who belong to any one sub-school will

be in grades 5-8 and will represent the entire gamut of age, ability and

talent. These 600 pupils will be divided further into four blocks of

about 150 pupils.

17
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WISP itill program puptls for subjects such as art, music, health

education and industrial arts on a total-school basis, drawing students

from each sub-school. Common facilities, such as auditoriums, gym-

5 nasiums, and music rooms, will be used jointly, providing opportunitiv

for pupils to mingle with those form the other sub-schools in the

building. In addition, it is recommended that pupils leave the sub-

school for clinical help in reading, speech improvement, and other

special services.
,

For work.in other areas (reading, spelling, writing, machematics,

social studies, etc.), pupils will be programmed for large- or small-

group work in each sub-school or for worktng alone on activities suited

=

6 to individual needs. WISP also programs each student for time in which

to pursue individual interests. In order to meet individual needs, it is

recommended that the conventional method of estimating the time neeaed

by pupils to learn a given unit of work be changed.

Basic to the WISP design is the diagnosis of pupils' needs

and the individualization of instruction. To accomplish this, a team

approach is required, calling for teachers, counselors, and other

. specialists to work with administrators and supervisors in planning for

7 the total educational growth of individual pupils for the duration of

their stay in WISP. Each team will be assigned a block of approximately

150 pupils and will be responsible for the progress of this group. In

general, students will stay with the assigned team, although changes

may be made if desirable.

18,
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The classroom teachers will be the school's basic guidance workers

because they will have the closest and most continuing relationship with.

8 the'pupils in their assigned group. Time blocks in the school day will

enable teachers to confer with children, parents, and other staff

members; to study records; and to plan ways for meeting their students'

needs.

Based on a Pre-Kindergarten-Grade 12 sequence, the curriculum will

include the commonly-accepted subject areas: language arts, mathematics,,

9 science, social sciences, foreign languages, physical education, and the

arts. In addition, typewriting will be taught in the fifth grade or as

early as is practicable. Foreign,languages will be introduced to all

children at the fifth grade level.

The complexity of the WISP organization, with individual scheduling

and flexible programs, will necessitate extensive supervision. Each

10 school should have a principal, vice principal, assistants to the

principal (one for each sub-school), and chairpersons in selected subject

areas.

The maximum use of non-professional personnel (school aides,

11 lunchroom workers, etc.) should be devoted to freeing the professional

staff.so that it can spend all of its time on professional activities.

0
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EXERCISE 1 - WORKSHEET

Unit 9 - 16

Listing Features of a Local Educational Program

Oirections: Write down a list of the essential features of the Wildwood
Intermediate School Program from the written description given. Make
your descriptions of program features as brief as you can without losing
any key points. Be sure to give paragraph references.

FEATURE
A,B,etc.

DESCRIPTION OF FEATURE
PARAGRAPH
REFERENCE

,

-

N

20
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EXERCISE 1 - ANSWER KEY

Listing Features of a Local Educational Program

FEATURE PARAGRAPH
DESCRIPTION OF FEATURE

A,B,etc, REFERENCE

A. Use with grades 5-8 or 6-- 2

B. The student proceeds at his own pace through the
program. 3

C. Fifteen-year-olds go on to high school, regardless
of level of achievement reached. 3

D. The total school population is broken into separate
schools-within-a-school 0..he house plan). 4

E. Each sub-school has four age units of an approxi-
mately equal number of stidents. 4

F. Music, art, health, industrial arts, and special
education draw students from all sub-schools. 5

G. Both large- and small-group instructiOn occurs in'
all regular subject-matter areas. t 6

H. Provisions for independent study are built into
the program. 6

I. A flexible time schedule is provided for work in
any curriculum area. 6

J. A staff team of teachers, counselor, other
specialists and administrators is assigned to a
team of 150 students. 7

K. Teacher planning and conference ttme ts scheduled, 8

1. The curriculum is sequenttal and includes the
regular subject areas. 9

M. Typing and foreign language are introduced in the
fifth grade. 9

N. Each school has a principal, vice principal,
assistant to the principal, and chairmen of
subject areas. 10

O. Paraprofessionals are employed. 11

21
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In listing program features, it is important to be sure that you

have included both "structural" and "procedural" features. kr) any program,

the structural,features are those elements thaI. form the framework of the

program, and any materia1s or equipment included in :c. Thus, when a new

curriculum is adopted, its structural elemthts consist of texts or other

sorts of learning materials, instructors' guides, equipment to be used,

classroom arrangements for instruction, assignment of staff for teaching the

program, and grouping and scheduling students for instruction. All of these

features can be purchased or arranged by those responsible for installing the

curriculum.

The procedural features of a program refer to things that staff members.

students, or others are to do in conducting the program. Thus, a new

curriculum may call upon teachers to plan students" work on an individual

basis; to have students conduct their study In terms of individual projects,

and to requir. students to demonstrate mastery of their learning tasks.

These procedures are as much a part of the program as its struct,:al elements.

Usually they are the critical elements in implamnting a program and it

usually is here that faulty hnplementation occurs.

Example of faulty implementation of procedural features within the

structure of nongraded programs have been reported by Goodlad and Anderson.

They found in a survey of nongraded schools across the country that many of .

the elementary schools studied had set up groups on a non-grade-level.basis

but failed to teach in ways that enabled students to advance at different

rates without regard to the usual grade-level curriculum. Within a nongraded

structure, the teachers were teaching and advancing students according to the

traditional grade system. (Goodlad, ohn I., and Robert H.,Andirson.

"Educational Practices in Nongraded Schools: A Surverof Perceptions.'

22
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Elementery"School Journal, 1962, 43, 33-44.)

To help you clarify the distinction between structural and procedural

features of a provam, Exercise 2 follows.

Exercise 2..

. In this exercise, your tasic is to eximine the list of features of the
I

Wildwoqd Intermediate School Progam 'as.given on the Exercise I -.Answer

a
Key. $0n the Exercise 2 - Worksheet: opposite each feature listed' check

whether, in your judgment, it refers-to a progfam element that can be

installed merely by administrative dectsions or whether it calls for staff

members'to do certain things within the structure provided. (DOn't be -

surprised if the majority of your check marks are in one column.)

Wh6n you complete the exercise, turn to the Exercise 2 Answer Key

(page 21) and compare your answers with those giveh.

f 3
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EXERCISE 2 - WORKSHEET
0

Identifying Structural and Procedural Features, of a Program

Directions: Essential features of WISP are listed below. Check opposite
each to indicate whether, in your judgment, the statement is of a
struetural or procedural feature of the program.

FEATURE STRUCTURAL PROCEDURAL

A. Use the program with grades 5-8 or 6-8

B. Students proceed at their own pace
through the program

C. 15-year-olds go to high school, regardless
of level of achievement reached

D. Total school population is broken into
separate schools-within-school

E. Each sub-school has four age units of an
approximately equal number of students

F. Music, art, health, industrial arts, and
- special education draw from all sub-schools

=1...11.

.11.

41.
G. Both large- and small-group instruction

occur in all regular subject areas 7°-
H. Provisions for independent study are

built Into the program

I. A flexible time schedule is provided
for work in any curriculum area

J. A staff team of teachers, counselors,
other specialists and administrators is
assigned to a block of 150 students

K. Teacher planning and conference time

is scheduled

L. Curriculum is sequential and includes
regular subject areas

N. Typing and foreign language are
introduced in the fifth grade

N. Each school has a principal, vice
principal, assistant to principal
and chatrpersons of subject areas

O. Paraprofessionals are employed

21
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EXERCISE 2 - ANSWER KEY

Identifying Structural and Procedural Features of a Program

In this answer key, the check marks distinguish structural ind
procedural program elements by assigning as structural those elements that
involve primarily administrative actions and by assigning as procedural those
elements that specify what needs to be done within the prpgram's structure.

FEATURE STRUCTURAL PROCEDURAL

A. Use the program with grades 5-8 or 6-8

B. Students proceed at their own pace
through the program

C. 15-year-olds go to high school, regardless
.of level of achievement reached

D. Total school Population is broken into
geparate schools-within-school

E. Each sub-school has four age units of an
approximately equal number of students

F. Music, art, health, industrial arts, and
special education draw from all sub-schools

G. Both large- and small-group instruction
occur in all regular subject areas

N Provisions for independent study are

built into the program

I. A flexible time schedule is provided
for work in any cdrriculum area

J. A staff team of teachers, counselors,
other specialists and administrators is
assigned to a block of 150 students

K. Tcher planning and conference time
is scheduled

L. Curriculum is sequential and includes
regular subject areas

Typing and foreign language are

introdeced in the fifth grade

N. Each school has a principal, vice
principal, assistant to principal
and chairpersons of subject areas

O. Paraprofessionals are employed

.e.emose

.1.
.1. .1111,1

VI.1.
VI

...m1=11
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V
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It often happens that a salool system leader or external consultant

needs to develop a list.of features of an ongoing school system progrim

wiPiout prior acquaintance with that program. Starting from scratch, how

should one "proceed? The following procedure is offered as one way of getting

the needed information.
C.

1. Contact local personnel to determine who is responsible foi.,-the

program and where information about it can be found.

2. Obtain written materials describing the program, if they exjst. If

the program was develpped outside the school system, it is likely that there

are-detailed descriptions of its features available in writing. If it was

created within the school system, there may, or may not be a written'

description available. For example, if the elementary reading program is the

area of.concertf, it is apt to be true that it has evolved oveVNhe years with

changes in materials and procedures that have never been formally described in

writing. Assuming some written description of the program is avail'able, a

first step is to P repare a trial list of program features from the

description.

3 Interview program participants - Supervisors, teachers, or others -

to develop an initial list of program features if no written description is

available, or to round ot4 your initial list derived from a written

description. In conducting these interviews, it is especially important to

probe for prozedural features of the program that specify wnit staff members

are to do in condicting the program- An example of this task can be"found in

the description of the Wildwood Intermediate School Program used in Exercises

1 and 2. If you turn to the Exercise 2 Answer Key, you will note that some

of the structural features imply instructional procedures that are not spelled

out. For instance, Feature 0 states thai "paraprofessionals are employed"

2 6
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1111/
but says nothing abouy4hat they are to do. Do they prepare learning

materials? Check students' mirk? Keep records? Etc. One of the procedural
C.

features on the WISP list (Feature B) says that students proceed at their Mt

pace through thq program withott indicating how this is to be implemented.

How are teachers to determine where individual students are in the learning

sequence? How are they to 4an individual lessons for them? How are they to

arrange for them to complete lessons at different rates, and.to permit them

to move on to the next task without waiting for other students to catch up?

Procedural features such is these need to be included in the'list of essential

features of a program.

44. Edit your initial list of prograin features tO satisfy the following

criteria:

All features on,the list should be essential elements of the program
that must tie implemented for qe program to be in full operation.

The list should include, both structural and procedural features."

Statements of tAe features must be expressed in a way that indicates .b

what sort of evidence is needed;o determine their implementation.

5. Check your edited list by re-interviewing the program supervisor and

participants to make sure that no essential elements have been left out.

'Your final list iug include a full set of program features since it provides

the needed basis for All of the succeeding steps in improving the program's.

Amplpmentation.. Thus, in the case of the list of,WISP featurei, several,would

need to be added.to specily kocedural aspects of the program not included in

the written description of that program.

2 7
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Objective 2. Design a plan for assessing the implementation of the
features of an educational program.

Assume that an accurate list of the essential features of a program

has been made. The task now becomes one of preparing a plan for assessing

the extent to which each of these features is in operation in the schools

conducting the program. The purpose of this assessment is to determine

which features are not well :implemented.- A discrepancy between the feature

as specified in the program design and that feature as implemented identifies

a need for improving the program's implementation. The diagram below

represents the difference that may be found between the full implementation

of a feature that is intended in the program's design and the actual level

of "As implementation.

LEVEL OF COMPLETE IMPLEMENTATION

Need for improvement

ACTUAL LEVEL nE IMPLEMENTATION

r4.

LEVEL OF ZERO IMPLEMENTATION

In most cases, the assessment plan should be selective or diagnostic,

rather than exhaustive, because its purpose is to identify major shortcomings

in the iMplementation of program features. Highly sophisticated assessment

methods, lengthy examination of the operations of a program,or a study of

impleMentation in every classroom where the program is being conducted, usually

are"not feasible.
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You would need to do several things in designing a plan to assess

a program's implementation. One is that you choose appropriate methods

for.obtainirig implementation data on each of the program's features. Another

is that you examine the resources available for conducting the assessment--

time, funds, expertise in assessment methods, assistance from school district

personnel, etc. Yet another is to determine the scope and duration of the
r4

assessment effort--how many schools or classes can be involved in the

assessment and over what period of time is it to be conducted'?

Objective 2 will help you deal with these concerns. It is organized

into two steps:

Identifying methods for obtaining data on the implementation of
program features.

Setting up a plan for assessing the implementation of program features.

Several examples and exercises are included to provide you with models for

consideration and practice opportunities.

Identifying Methods for Obtainirlg Data on
the Imiilementation of Program Features

Five general methods for obtaining data on the Implementation of program

it features are avai101e to you: (A) interview, (B) questionnaire or inventory,

(C) analysis of diary or journal entries, (D) analysis of records or reports,

and (E) observation. It is not a purpose of this unit to teach basic skills

in the use.of these methods; that work requires a longer time and should be

met by course work in evaluation methods. It suffices in this unit to examine

the value and limitations of each method for obtaining data on different

types of features of local educational programs:

A. Interview. Interviewing key school district personnel who are

associated with the program to be studied is a first step in obtaining data

about the implementation of the program. The local program administrator or

29
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coordinator can give you basic data about the origin, design, and scoPe of

the program. Often you can use interviewing to ascertain the implementation

of general structural features of a program. In addition, interviews with the

building principals or with teachers may yield at least preliminary evidence

on the level of implementation of the procedural elements of a\ogram.

Generally, though, interviewing is insufficient because those conducting

a program, even classroom teachers, are apt not to have accurate information

on how fully the specific procedures of a program are being carried out.

Teachers may be too close to have an overall program picture, while

coordinators or.administrators, having the broad perspective, may lack

familiarity with classroom occurrances. Also, participants in a program

tend to give a more favorable picture of program implementation than is

justified. One way of correcting for such inaccuracies in the interview

approach is to request specific data on what happened today or during the past

few days on the asswnption that this will tend to yield more objective data

than a more general inquiry. Another corrective is to ask a teacher to report

what occurred with a particular child and to exhibit the child's work or

records of work at the same time.

An obvious advantage of the interview approach is that it is not limited

to the immediate present--as is observation. Also, when the prOgram

investigated is not focused in instruction, it will often be necessary to rely

mainly on interviews because there is less to observe directly. This is true,

for example, of educational programs in school-community relations where

opportunities to observe program feaiures in action may be quite limited.

B. Questionnaire. A substitute for, or supplemAnt to, the interview

approach is the use of questionnaires or inventoriis calling for written

responses to items or questions. The questionnaire approach does not require

30
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one to be present and so can be administered to any number of people

simultaneously. Thus, this method might be used to obtain data from every

teacher in a program or from parents in the community. Also, respondents can

fill it out at their convenience. With this approach, it is possible to obtain

at least prelimdnary data on the implementation of any feature of a change

program.

However, the same limitations that apply to interviewing apply more

strongly to the questionnaire approach. There is the danger:that answers to

questionnaire items, whether the respondent checks an alternative or writes

in an answer, will be inaccurate due either to lack of specific knowledge or

a tendency to present a favorable picture of the program. In addition, there

may be a low rate of response or slowness in responding. Finally, no visual

cues are present to aid the administrator of the westionnaire in determining

the validity of the responses.

C. Diary or journal. Another method for obtaining data from others is to

induce them to keep a diary or journal in which they record, daily or weekly,

the occurrence of activities within a program. If participants in a program

are willing to subject themselves to the discipline of keeping an accurate

journal of activities, this can provide valuable data on the implementation of

program features.

It is difficult.to persuade busy participants to keep a regular journal

on specific actiVities they or their students perform, since it represents one

more, possibly annoying, task to carry out. Even when they do keep such a

record, it usually needs to be 'followed up or supplemented by data obtained by

other methods because the tendency is to make journal entries brief and

cryptic rather than explicit.
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D. Analysis of records or reports. For obtaining data on some program

features, routine records of a school system may prove to be valuable. Class

rosters can provide data on the characteristics of students making up class

groups: age, sex, grade level, reading level. Teachers' manuals indicate

what the teacher is expected to do in the classrobm. Reports from When the

program was put into operation can offer insight into what was considered

important at that ttme and shed light upon probable causes of difficulty

being experienced now. Sometimes it is necessary to combine data stored in

different places, e.g., information froa; class rosters can supplement data

from individual student folders to provide a fuller picture of the population

partioipating in the program.

In cases where studies have been conducted of the implementation of a

program, reports of such efforts can provide a valuable shortcut to some

aspects of assessing the implementation of a program. Always, however, there

is the danger that the study was inadequate or the report inaccurate.

Generally, any findings of such studies should.be checked against data freshly

obtained.

E. Observation. For numerous features of a local educational program,

on-the-spot observation is the critical method for obtaining data on levels

of implementation. This is particularly true for assessing the implementation

of the procedures that staff members and students, or others, are to follow in

operationalizing the program.

Observation has the advantage of providing firsthand evidence, since

you can observe events as they occur without relying on the report of an

intermediary. But, several hazards limit the value of observational data

One concerns the correctness of the categories of behavior observed: Have the

features of the program been reflected clearly in decisions as to what types of

3 2
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observational data to seek? A secorid hazard deals With the appropriateness

of the'units of observation and whether they are measures of specific acts

or ratings of events that occurred. Another problem concerns the question

of sampling. How can one be sure that, with limited personnel and time, the

best set of observations to be made has been determined (involving class and

teacher differences, time of day, etc.)? A fourth hazard concerns data

analysis and interpretation. Not only should methods of analyzing data be

carefully chosen, but the evaluator must carefully guard agatnst being overly

optimistic or pessimistic in interpreting data obtained by observation.

In summary, consider the following:

1) Choosing the data-gathering methods to use in determining the degree

of implementation of features of a local educational program is a vital part of

the strategy for assessing program implementation. Generally speaking, for any

given program feature, one of the five methods outlined should be chosen as the

anchor method for the accuracy and completeness of the data it can provide.

2) Interviews, perhaps supported by questionnaire or diary records, have

their special functions in obtaining data on program implementation. The

interview normally is the alchor method in obtaining orientation data about a

local educational program, on the implementation of structural features of tha

program, and clarifying data obtained by other means. Where information from

many people is needed, the questionnaire approach often must be used because

of lack of resources for conductio interviews with everyone involved in the

program being studied.

3) When applicable and feasible, observation should be relied upon as the

anchor method for determing the actual implementation of program features.

Observation--seeing and hearing--can offer the most direct and incontrovertible

evidence of implamentdtion. Closely related to observation is the analysis of
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school records. Schedules, class rosters, reports, test data, and student

folders are valuable sources, although they frequently are incomplete,

inaccurate, or both.

Exercise 3

To give you practice in choosing data-gathering methods, this exercise

presents you with a list of the features of the Achievement Competence Training

(ACT) progrim and asks you to identify methods appropriate for obtaining data

on each feature.

Before doing the exercise on the Worksheet, read the brief description

of the program. Then turn to the Exercise 3 - Worksheet where you will find

the ACT features listed. For each feature, check those of the five methods

that would give you valuable data on that feature. Then, for the same

feature, circle the check mark for the method that: in your judgment, can

provide the most reliable and complete information on implementation of the

feature. Do not hesitate to give your coinion in cases where you are uncertain

os to.which methods to check and/or which check mark to circle.

When you have completed the Worksheet, turn to the Exercise 3 - Answer

Key on page 34 and compare your marks with those given there. Remembert

the purpose of this exercise is simply to offer practice in identifying

appropriate data-gathering methods. There are no official right or wrong

answers.
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The Achievement Competence Training (ACT) Proram

Achievement Competence Training (ACT) is a prograi intended to assist

learners in becoming self-directed. By treating children as active agents

in their own development, ACT aims to promote a vital sense of internal

control and self-esteem which is closely related to effective learning. ACT

seeks to teach precise goal-setting and planning skills which research has

linked with achtevement behavior; ACT structures experiences to aid children

in using those skills autonomously. Students are encouraged,to transfer ACT

skills to all other school activities and to activities outside school.

The.ACT program is designed for use with upper elementary school children

and is suitable for Use with grades 5, 6, and 7. The instructional packagc

currently available has been developed and refined in a fifth-grade setting.

The ACT materials require ea class mean grade-level 'reading score of 3.5 or

higher. They have been desiyned to be culture, color, and gender free.

ACT consists,of a sequential order of 4 units, divided into six parts

each. Each unit builds upon the previous one, extending learner application

of the six achievement steps: (1) self-study, (2)- get goal ideas, (3) set

a goal, (4) plan, (5) strive, and (6) evaluate.

The ACT package is programed on audio-tape and is designed to be used for

three 45-minute periods per week for a semester. Parts are structured into

lessons that can be used in 15-20 minute segments if the teacher prefers

shorter periods.

ACT lessons are presented in a multi-media format, incorporating audio-
.

tape cassettes, printed student journals, filmstrips, and games. Taped

information, music, and dramatizations guide learners through the highly

illustrated student journals. The Journals servi as a record of personal .

information which the children use to set goals. The ACT materials then teach
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,

a process whick eriables,children.to achieve these same goals. In a sense the

intereststf thg,t'hildren are.a major part of the content of the materials.

Additional materials nOt supplied but required are an audio-tape cassette

player, a filmstrip projector, regular elementary school art and construction

- material, and a room equipped with movable furniture.

Each part of ACT presents information to the children, calls upon the

student to engage in experiential activities, and requests application of

information learned to real-life activities. Typically, studenls listen to a

tape that presents concepts, engage in Various activities using their own

journals as directed by tape, and work individually or in small groups when

the tape is turned off. Pretests and posttests are incorporated in the program

at'regular intervals.

Although the audio-tape leads the students through each ACT lesson, the

teacher is called upon to assist in structuring many activities, to reinforce

concepts, to assist individual children, and to correct some pages in the

students' journals. The teachers' manuals with annotated scripts for each

lesson guide the teacher's pars..!cipation and provide answer pages for journal

exercises and tests. In addition, teachers can roster the transfer of ACT

skills to other school activities and out-of-school activities by motivating

students to use ACT skills outside the ACT program, and by reinforcing students'

transfer of ACT skills.
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uata-gatnering metnoas tor Achievement (..ompetence

INTER-
VIEW

Training (AcIi_yrogram

QUESTION- DIARY,
NAIRE JOURNAL

RECORDS,
REPORTS

.

00SER-
VATION

,

FEATURE

A. Program is used ohly in
grades 5, 6, or 7

.

B. All students studying ACT
should be at or above 3.5
grade level in reading

.

C. The 24 program parts should
be presented in sequence

D. The program covers 1/2
year.at rate of 2-2 1/2
houri per week -

E. Pretests and posttests are
employed .

F. Multi-media materials are
used

.

G. ACT instructions on conduc-
ting'unit activities are
followed

.

H. Students set goals and plan
ACT lessons _

I. Students transfer ACT skills
to other school activities .

J. Students transfer ACT skills
to out of school actiVities

K. Students keep a journal of
their activities in ACT

L. Students work individually
or In small groups

.

:

N. Teachers follow the manual
for lessons ..

N. Teachers assist students,
correct journals, reinforce
concept. .

t

0. Teachers guide students in
transfering ACT skills to
school activities -

P. Teachers guide students in
transfering ACT skills to
out-of-school activities I
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Unit 9 - 34EXERCISE 3 - ANSWER KEY
Data-gatheririg Methods for

Achievement
Competence Training (ACT) Program

INTER-
'VIEW

QUESTION-
HAIRE

DIARY

JOURNAL
RECORDS,
REPORTS

OBSER-
VATION

A.

- _
Program is used only ingrades 5, 6, or 7 450

-
/

.

B.
.

All students studying ACT. .should be at or above 35tgrade level in reading-

A ,

.

C. The program parts shouldbe presented in sequence e)
.

.

D. The program covers 1/2
year at rate of 2-2 1/2hours per week

vd/
E.

Pretests'and posttests areemployed

(2)

_

V VF.
Multi-media

materials.areused

G. ACT
instructions on conduc-ting unit

acIivities arefollowed V
.

V
49

P. Students set goals'and planACT lessons
V/

.

V
foll

I. Students transfer ACT skillsto other
school

activities
'V V

.
(g)

J. Students transfer ACT skillsto out of school
aetivities

7% (.
V /

.
V/

,

.

V V
K. Students keep a journal oftheir

activities in ACT V
. v/

SI VL. Students work
individtiallyor in small

rou s V V V
419

M. Teachers follow the manualfor lessons
V/ V

09
N.

Teachers assist students,correct journals, reinforceconcepts V V
O. TeN.hers guide

students in
transferfIng ACT

tkills..toschool
activities %// V

k.

V
, 0P. Teachers guide

students in
transferring ACT skills toout-of-school

activities V V
.

.1
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Explanation of Answer Key

f
You will note that the answer key checks all of the items A-lid,fort

Interview and Questionnaire. But note also that the questionnaire_approach

is not circled for any item, indicating that.it is not considered to be the

most adequate appro;ato getting data on any feature of'ACT. The questionnaire

method would be used as the primary source of data only when a more valid method

could not be used. Often, of course, the questionnaiie method'is used to
lbw

supplement data obtained by other means, as.when one vishes to obtain some data

from a large number of sources (teachers, classrooms, etc.).

The interview method has been.checked as the most valid source of data

on five of the ACT features. Note that these are structural features of the

program (A, C-E) or a feature that does not offer data from,observation (J).

Records or Reports is the column where the checkmarks arc circled for

features B and K. These features should show up on class rosters (feature B) .

or student products (feature K).

Observation is circled as the preferred thettiod for those ACT features

that would shOw up directly in instruction. Obviously valuable data on these'

features can be obtained from interview and questionnaires. However, to avoid

inaccuracies that are common with these methods, chief reliance should be

placed on observation in a representative sample of situations.

39
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Setting Op a Plan for Assessing the
Implementation of Program Features

"

Background Information

Unit 9 - 36

Assume that Aur task is to develop a plan fRr assessing the implemen-

tation of the features of a coOperative teaching program in Bigtown Inter-

mediate, School (grades 5-8). The program has:the following 11 features:

1. Each team ccivers instruction in the.four major curriculum areas of
English, social studies, science, and mathematics.

2. There are 12 teams and each consists of four teachers and one full-
time paraprofessional.

3. One teacher has the role of team leader with responsibilities for
calling and chwfring team meetings, resolving problems of team
operation, and vpresenting,the team to the assistant principal.

4. There are about 120 students in a team.
n -

5. Students in a team cover two grades, 5th and 6th, 6th and 7th,
or 7th and eth.

6. Each teacher on the team advises abliut 30 studenti with responsibility
for advising them in.both basic and special subjects.

7. Multi-disciplinary instruction is to be provided regularly by
integrating material from two or more of the four basic subjects.

8. Nongraded advancement is provided; a student can advance at any
rate, fast or slow, through the curriculum in each major subject.

9. Weekly team planning permits varying the amount pf time different
students spend on a subject and allows*teachers to work with individual
students, with small groups, or with class groups of 30-40 'students.

10. Each day, all students in the team are assigned to special subjects
(art, music, shop, PE, etc.). during a two-hour block!of time that
enables team members to attend team meetings, preoare lessons, etc.

11. The aide prepares lesson materials, grades objective exams, and
monitors the use of learning materials and equipment.

Bigtown Intel.nediate School has four houses, each containing about 360

students covering grades 5-8. Each house has three teaching teams. The team

program has been in operation for twc-years. An assistant principal is in

charge .of the Cooperative teaching program at Bigtown and has responsibility
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for assigntng staff members and students to teams, for appointing team leaders,

lor the training given the teams, and for supervising team operations.

She holds a weekly meeting with the 12 team leaderi.

Planning Tasks for Astéssing Implementation

Your responsibility is to plan an assessment of the tmplementation of

each feature of the cooperative teaching program. Your plan will deal with

identifying shortcomings in the implementation of any of the,features in any

of the 12 teams,l,ut your chief purpose is to identify those shortcomidgs in

implementation that occur in several, if not most, of the teams.

Assume that you have one month during which to obtain your data and

that school is in session during tha.t entire period. You have the

full support of the assistant principal in charge of the program and the

. promise of cooperation from all of the team leaders. Any secretarial or

Clerical services that you need also will.be available to you.

The planning that you will need to do can be broken into five sub-tasks,

as follows:

1. Specifying the purposes and scope of the assessment of implementation.

2. Obtaining a representative sample of data on program implementation.

3. Choosing methods for getting data on implementation of program
features.

4. Setting up a data-gathering schedule.

5. Planning how to analyze the implementation data,

These five tasks now will be considered in turn.

I. Specifying the purposes and scope of the assessment of implementation

Your overall objective in ...3sessing the implementation of the features of

the cooperative teaching progm is v., identify those features in which

there are serious shortcomings in at least several of the twelve teams.

Recognizing that you have just one month to gather your data and that

4 1
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you must do the Job largely alone, you will want to plan use of your time

wisely so cti to net detailed and relevant information. Much of your data

will have to be obtained through interviewing kgy people and through using

questionnaires. Your time spent with each team will need to be limited to

about one dai of observation and one day of interviews with team members.

Structural features of theprogram (1-6) can be investigated quicktymith the

use of questionnaires, and through interviews with the vice principal in'

charge of the program 'or team leaders. Using these methods for those areas

will permit you to concentrate your time on the proced -al features (7-11),

whose.implementation is haraer to assess:

2. Obtaining a representative sample of data on_program implemehtation.

The problem of sampling the data potentially available on program implementation

arises since you cannot hope to obtain complete data on the operating leVels of

features where there is NariAtion from teacher to teacher and day to day.

You can obtain essentially complete data, and quickly, about the

structural aspects of the program because you can assme that, at least for

the period of your investigation, these elements will remain Unchanged. The

problem of sampling, therefore, centers on the functioning of the program.

It is clear that you will not be able to obtain All the data you would like

on any of these topics. Through interviews with team leaders in advance of

observation, you can make more effective use of your time spent visiting a

team since in this way you can learn where and when to look for evidence on

team procedures. Also, it will help you greatly in getting accurate data on

team procedures if you have a team member at your elbow when observing the

conduct of student advising and instruction,

3. Choosing methods for getting Implementation data, Wtth the four

team roles in mind, your Job now is to decide which methods you will use to
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gather data on the implementation of each feature of the cooperative teaching

program. Remember, five types of investigation are available to you -
a>

interview, questionnaire, diary or journal, analysis of records or reports,

and observation. Keep in mind ihat your time is limited, so you should choose

those methods that are most economical of time and still capable of proViding

valid data.

In choosing your data-gathering methods, a first step is to plan how

you will obtain data on the structural fPatures of each team. Implementation

of the structural features can be checked quickly enough by preparing a

questionnaire to be completed by each team leader, though you may need to

supplement your questionnaire with an examination of team rosters mid

Schedules.

To assess the performance of the four roles you need to have data on

whether the functions are performed, whether they are performed regularly,

and whether they are performed well. Consider these ivestions in connection

with each role.

For data on team members performance of the roles of team leader,

student advisor, inAructor, and paraprofessional., you may rely chiefly on

having the twelve team leaders, the 48 teachers (including the team leaders),

and the twelve paraprofessionals submit reports on samples of their role

performances. Probably, reports are needed for each day during one week,

and they should follow a standard set of topics or questions so that they

cover essentia) items and provide data from different respondents that can

be combined readily. These diary-type records should be supplemented, where

appropriate, by exhibits of schedules or reports and by observatic and

interview.

Probably the best way of acquiring data on team leadershtp is to ask

4 3
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team leaders to keep a daily diary record of what they have done as team

leaders during aperiod.of one or two weeta. They should inclqde in these

accounts descriptions of any problems encountered in performing the role. You

should specify the types of information requtred and offer a number of examples

covering the spectrum of their duties. tt helps considerably to provide

report forms ,to the team leaders so that they can keep the task before theM

as they carry out their work.

To round out the leadership picture, plan to get observational data by

attending a team.meeting of each team to determine if they are well-focused,

orderly, efficient, and friendly More observational data on the smoothness

of team functioning as members go a ut their individual tasks for the day will

offer information from a slightly different perspective. Points of view other

than that of each team leader (diary record) and you (observation) can come

from questionnaire (or interview) evidence of team members' attitudes on the

effectiveness of team planning and oa cooperation among team members. And

finally, valuable data on the qualtt,y of team leadership can be acquired from

the vice principal in charge of the program.

Data on the performance of the advisory role can be obtained in several

ways. First, a,questionnaire to the 48 team teachers on their performance of

the advisor's role is recommended. The questions should elicit a factual

report on the frequency, length, and content of individual and of group

advisory sessions. To ensure greater accuracy in these reports, it may be

desirable to observe what teachers do during the daily two-hour period when

students are in special subjects. Are students called in for individual

conferences? What takes place? You may want some more detailed information

on the role and might consider asking teachers to present a diary record of

advising for a Cme- or two-week period. Then too, interview data from team

4 1
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leaders and the vice principal should be sought for general information on the

performance of the advisory function.

Exercise 4 gives you practice in conceptualizing and listing content .

areas of needed data on the role of advising students. When you have completed

the exercise, turn to the Answer Key that follows to compare your ideas with

those suggested there.

45
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EXERCISE 4 - WORKSHEET

Outline for Obtaining Data on Advising Students

Directions: Assume that your purpOse is to Obtain data on how many advisory
corHE-nces, a teacher has with individual students or groups, on the
purposes of those conferences, on their content, on their duration, and on
what effects the conferences have. What are questions-yob wo'uld want
answers to in a questionnaire to teachers on their general performance
of the advisory function, and topics you'd want teachers to report on in
a diary record of one week's advisory conferences?

Nestions in a questionnaire for team teachers on student advisory conferences:

Topics for a teacher's daily record on advisory conferences:
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EXERCrSE - ANSWER KET

Outline for Obtaining Data on Advising Students

In the list of features of the cooperative teaching program, it was
specified that each team teacher would have about 30 students with the
responsibility of advising them on progress and problems in both basic and
special subjects. r I

The following lists of suggestions are meant to help you check the
questions or topics you listed on the Worksheet for Exercise 4p

e=c4".
Questions in a questionnaire for teachers oR thdir student advisory conferences

These are some aspects of the advisory function on which data'would be
valuable:

Number of advisory conferences held, on the average, during a week (or
moRth)

Per cent of these conferences held with groups, and groups of what size

Per cent of conferences held with individual students and reasons for
these conferences

Frequency of conferences with any given student

Length of conferences with students

Content of conferences

Ws of getting data from the student's different teachers as a basis for
total-program advising

Decisions, plans reached in conferences

How decisions are reached and" who has.input (students?)

Teachers' views about the advisory program: strengths and weaknesses

Topics for a teacher's diary report on student conferences

For each reporting day, list the student conferences held and, for each,
report the following:

With whom the conference was held

Who initiated the conference

Purpose of the conference

Duration of the conference

What was discussed

How the conference was based on'information from the student's teachers

Decisions reached at the conference

Follow-up actions (reporting to other teachers or team leader; plans
for future conferences, etc.)
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thstructton tn the cooperattve teaching program calls for a multi-

dtsctplinary approach, nongraded advancement, and flextbtltty in scheduling

and grouping. You will have to rely primarily upon observation to assess th;

manner and degree of implementation of these features. However, with each of

them,tyou can get data on the general ways in whieh they are implemented

through interviewing the vice principal and team leaders. Also, valuable data

can be obtained by examining weekly schedules planned during the team meetings,

by requesting samples of lesson plans,to check on multi-disciplinary

instruption, and by asking for records which indicate that students in.the

same grade are permitted to advance at different rates in the major subjects.

The value of diary reports by team members on the conduct of instruction

must not be overlooked. In fact, obtaining such reports before you visit a

team would be of great help to you in orienting yodr observations and your

questions to team members. If the diary reports from all team members covered

the same period Of days, you could combine them to get a picture of instruction

for the whole team that would reveal, for example, how much flexibility in

Scheduling and-grouping occurred.

Since instruction in a team varies considerably from day to day, it is

important that you try to visit a team on a day when all of the major

curriculum areas are covered-and when there are ao unusual events scheduled.

You would have to check with the team leader a few days before you planned to

visit in order to determine if that particular day was suitable. Having

some open dates in your schedule offers considerable leeway in case it Is

necessary for you tcr rearrange your visit.

When observing a daY's instruction in a team, it is essential that you

use standard procedures for observing and reporting. Otherwise, you cannot

be certain that you are covering essential aspects of instruction or that your
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data could be combined readily once obtained, One observation method that

facilitates eastcollatton is the use of a checklist with questions pertaining

to the program under study. The observer shaply checks the appropriate boxes

during a particular time span, say, a class period, and briefly notes the

evidence leading to choices. This approach yields categorized data but,

as might be expectd, it does not provide the rich detail common to other

methods, such as the running account, in which the observer writes down every-

thing that happens within a given time period and keeps a time line in the

left margin. In that method, each activity is described specifi,cally in

terms of the lesson, the students, the teacher(s), and the aide(s).

A difficulty in writing detailed reports of observations is that you

cannot observe and write at the same instant. Also, it often is not desirable

to be seen writing notes on your observations. Thus, you may need to find a

private place several times a day for writing your most recent observations.

This difficulty usually is manageable in completing a checklist.

Try Exercise 5 dow, which calls for you to develop a list of questions

thatnmight be useful for an observation checklist. Remember that the questions

must be stated in such a way as to elicit a yes/no response; for example:

"Are pre-tests used to determine what parts of a unit a student
needs to study?"

You will note that there are three categories on the worksheet:

1) Multi-disciplinary instruction

2) Nongraded advancement

3) Flexible scheduling and grouping

Your questions should be pertinent to these categories. A brief review of the

list of features of the cooperative teaching program may be helpful to you at

this point.
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After completing your list of questions, turn to the Answer Key that

follows to compare your checklist with the one suggested there.

.10

;-
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EXERCISE 5 - WORKSHEET

Developing an Observation Checklist

Directions: Under each of the three headings, write a list of questions
for which you would seek answers when observing instruction by a team.

Team Leader Grade level of team: 1r6 7-8

Teacher Subject(s) Taught:

Student(s) Taught Date Time Period

ObterVer

MULTI -DISCIPLINARTINSTRUCTION

gOTRATED ADVANCEMENT

YTS NO EVIDENCE

FLEXIBLE SCHEDULING AND GROUPING
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EXERCISE 5 - ANSWER KEY

Developing an Observation Checklist

Explanation: The following are recommended questions. Doubtless you have
thought of other ialuable ones.

MULTI-DISCIPLINARY INSTRUCTION

1. Are materials from two or more of the four basic subjects integrated?

2. Does this integration occur fairly frequently?

3. Does the integration appear to be meaningful and relevant to the lesson at
hand?

4. Does the student appear to be confused at the integration of two content
areas?

5. Do materials lend themselves to integration?

NONGRADED ADVANCEMENT

1. Are students from diff&ent grade levels studying same lessons?

2. Are students from the same grade level working on tasks at different
levels of advancement?

3. Are students in lower grade level of team studying at a level below usual
for their grade?

4. Are students in upper grade level of team studying at a level above usual
for their grade?

5. Does nongrading apply to individual pupils?

6. Does nongrading apply to groups of,pupils?

7. Can pupil differentiate own level of wurk?

FLEXIBLE SCHEDULING AND GROUPING

I. Do different students spend different amounts of time on a given

subject?

2. Do teachers work with individual students?

3. Do teachers work with small groups?

4. Can individual students spend less (or mere) time on one subject than on
another?

5. Can students work in groups of 2-3 to provide help to one another?

5 2
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Finally, obtateng data on the paraprofessional funttion of the cooperativ

teaching team also can employ several methods Asking each aide to keep a

rspecific, detailed diary record for one or tw weeks probably is the best way

to get cogent information on the performance of this role. Once again, it is
,

advisable to provide report formi (as was:recommended with team leaders) so

that the aides can keep this additional task in mind as theicarry Out their

regular duties. An example of 'iuch a report form is presentel on the following

page. Is there anything that You would add to ii?

In addition, intervieW data from the team leider on strengths and

weaknesses in the aide's work should 1) obtained. teachers attitudes about

the help that they receive from the aide should be explored as well. While

observing the team, you will be ablext4 §et a notion of the aide's role

performance for a clearr. profile.

53
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PARAPROFESSIONAL'S REPORT ON ONE DAY'S ACTIVITIES

Your name Date this report is for

"'NAM leader's name Grade levels of team: 5-6 6-7 7-8

Directions: Please indicate below, in chronological order, the activities you 4
performed during the day being reported. Include such tasks as preparing
materials, working with students, conferring with teachersr attending team
meetings, and any others in which you engage. Be specific. When several
activities occurred at once,.please indicate what they were.# For each
activIty or set of &ctivities, indicate the time period in the left margin.
Be as accurate as possible in noting the amount of time spent on an activity.
You may continue on the back of this sheet and then go on to a second page if
'you need space.

Time$Period

From - To

5 1
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4. Setting up a data-gathering schedule.- Setting up a schedule for

. .

collecttng information on the implementation of the cooperative teaching

program would require taking account of four sets of factors.

a. The types and amounts of data needed and the time required by the
investigator and by respondents during the data-gathering process.

b. The order in which different sets of data should be obtained in case
some of it would set the stage for gathering other information.

c. The periods of availability of needed data from various swrces.

d. The period of time during which all of the data have to be gathered.

Assuming you4have-the task of gathering he data, what types and amounts

would be needed? Consider these suggestions:

--Diary records on 5-days' partigpation in instruction by each member
of each of the 12 teams (48 teachers and 12 paraprofessionals)

--An interview with each team leader on team structure and procedures.

--Diary records on one week's team leadership by each of the 12 leaders..

--One day's observation of instruction in each of the 12 teams.

--Observation of one team meeting held by each of 6 teams.

--Observation of student'advising by one member of each of 6 teams.

--Questionnaire returns from all team members on how they perform the
Junctions of team planning, student advising, instructing individua
wand groups, or performing paraprofessional duties.

The time required for obtaining these sets of data would relate mainly

tp you. However, when you wanted to conduct interetws with team personnel,

you would ha.lie to find up to an hour when each was free of other duties. This

time probably could be found during the daily two-hour period when the students

were studying the special subjects. Presumably, team members could find time

in their schedules to keep diary records and to fill out questionnaires.
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Assuming you'had just one month to collect your data, you could make

a plan'for using the 21.or 22 days available to you to obtain.all the typ if

data required. Here is the sort of time plan that would meet your requirements.

It assumes, of course, that you would spend time beforehand in planning your

data gathering and time afterward in analyzing your datd.

TIME ASSIGNED TO DATA-SATHERING TASKS

DATA-GATHERING TASK

1. Interviewing the vice principal in charge of the
cooperative teaching program

2. Reviewing reports, schedules, lesson plans, and other

written matter

3. Interviewing aach team leader on team structure and
procedures

4. Obtaining questionnaire
required for exelaining
collecting replies)

5. Obtaining diary records
requircd for explaining
collecting relines)

6. Observing one day's instructio:t by each of 12 teams

7. Observing a team meeting held by each of 6 teams

8. Observing student advising by one member of each of
6 team

data from team members (time
procedures, distributing and

from team members (time
procedures, distributing and

TIME ALLOTTED

3 hours

2 days

2 days

3 hours

3 hours

12 days

day

1 day

The performance of the different data-gathering tasks necessarily would

overlap considerably. However, in general, the taskt should be performed in

roughly the order in which they are listed. The first four tasks would giye

you many valuable leads fo'r conducting the tasks calling for observation.

The time estimates given call for approximately 18 of the 21 or 22 days

available during one month. Twelve of these days are tied up with observing'

instruction. During the other days, your time would be divided among such
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tasks as interviewing team leaders, administering questtonnaires, observing

student advising, or observing team meetings.

5. Planning how to analyze the implementation data. The purpose of

assessing program implementation is to identify shortcomtngs in the

instalilation of program features as a basis for planning ways to ,,emedy

those shortcomr.gs . When the implementation data.have been.obtained, they

need to be analyzed to arrive at a summary of the shortcomings of

implementation found.

The procedure to follow in obtaining this summary of shortcomings

begins with listing the program's features. Each feature should be broken

down into sub-features in preparation for pinpointing the shortcomings

found. To illustrate this, consider the features of the cooperative teaching

program listed on page 36. Here is how two of the features could be broken

into sub-features in preparation for the data analysis:

Feature 9. Flexible scheduliqg and grouping

a. Planned by the team each week

b. Providing for vayying the time different students
spend on a given subject

c. Allowing'teachers to work with individual students,
small groups, or usual-sized group'

Feature 11. The aide has these functions

a. Preparing lesson materials

b. Grading objective exams

c. Monitoring the'use of learning materials and equipment

Armed with this list of program features and sub-features, your task now

becomes that of setting up data analysi and summary sheets for each feature.

In the case of the cooperative teaching illustration, you would need to have
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separate data analysts sheets for the 12'teams sInce shortcominp are apt to

be true of certain teams but not others.

Begin your analysis with the structural features of the program Under

study. This part of the analysis usually takes less time and Judgment than

the analysis of implementation of procedural aspects of the program. It usually

is found that shortcomings in program implementation are less frequent with the

structural aspects of a program than with the procedural ones. However, when

structural features are not implemented, this almost guarantees that the related

procedural features will not be well implemented, if they are at all. For

example, if a curriculum program calls for the use of certain supplementary

learninI materials and those materials are not provided, teachers will not be

able to perform those functions involving the use of the suppl^mentary

materials.

EVen with regard to structural features of a program, you will find

contradictory evidence when you compare data obtained by different methods or

from different informants. ResolOing such contradictions calls for deciding

which evidence is most trustworthy. 'Your direct observations are likely to be

more accurate for the time of your observation than data from any other source.

However, since you could not observe more than for a very brief time, your

observations may not be representative of what normally happens. Generally,

when data from two or more sources are in agreement, you are on safer ground

trusting the data than when there is a lack of such agreement.

In obtaining evidence on shortcomings in program functioning, a

combination of diary information and your own observations should giVe you

the best basis for drawing conclusions on the implementation of procedures.

The diary information, if it reports "what happened today" is likely to be

of great value in giving the "big picture" though people tend to report their
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own performance In the most favorable ltght that Is consistent with

truthfulness. Your observations will offer both a check on diary reports and

a more detailed picture of what happened.

Your plan for data analysis should call for a summary statement on the

shortcomings of program implementation identified in your Investigation. For

each shortcoming found, your summary should identify it as accurately as

possible, should indicate its degree, and should specify its extent. For

example, using the cooperative teaching illustration, if you found that non-

graded advancement was poorly implemented, your summary should point out the

curriculum areas where it was not effectively practiced; should designate the

ways that instruction failed to provide for diffPrent rates of advancement;

and should indicate how widespread the failure was (e.g., true of 9 of the

12 teams).

Your plan for data analysis should provide for checking your conclusions

with key local personnel. (Of course, if you had been working with local

personnel throughout the assessment olOmplementation of the program, this

inside interpretation of events wouTd have been provided all along.) The

advant4e of this check of your conclusions is that, very often, local

personnel can explain situations that led you to distort your data and draw

incorrect conclusions.
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summARr

Briefly, ObjectiVe 2 was concerned with developing a plan for

assessing the implementation an an educational program and it involved you ,

in the activities listed below.

1. Identifying methods for obtaining data on the implementaticn of
program features:

a. Interview

b., Questionnaire or inventory

c. Analysis of dia6 or Journal entries

d.. Analysis of records or reports

e. 'Observation

2. Setting up a plan for assessing the implementation of program
features:

a. Specifying the purposes and scope of the assessment of
implementation

S. Obtaining a representative sample of data on program
implementation

c. Choosing methods for getting data on implementation of
program features

d. Setting up a data-gathering schedule

e. Planning how to analyze the implementation data

An illustration of a one-month investigation of a cooperative teaching

program was used as a vehicle for examining the various aspects of planning

such an assessment.
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Objective 3. Design a plan for conducting a causal analysis of shortcomings
in the implementation of an educational program.

Once You have identified the shortcomings of implementation of the

program under study and have developed a list of these shortcomings for each

program feature, you must then consider the factors probably causing those

problems. Discovering these causes is an essential step toward improving_

implementation of the program.

Listing Pc+ential Causes of Shortcomings Identified

In undertaking a causal analysis of shOrtcomings of implementation, the

first task is to draw up a list of potential causes for each shortcoming.

Using your knowledge of school systems, think of faeters which might affect

the implementation of the program feature in question. Does the system

provide sufficient materials and equipment for the program's operation? Do

the custodians discourage moving furniture around in the classrooms with the

result that flexibility in grouping is hampered? Do line staff favor and

support the program? Etc.

Spend some time reviewing your notes and checking your memory for cues

you picked up while gathering data on program implementation. Also, consider

the suggestions given to you by program personnel when they examine your list

of shortcomings. Aliow your imagination to come into play as a valid means

of brainstorming potential causes of shortcomings in the program.

Exercise 6 asks you to develop a set of likely causes for a shortcoming

in implementing tae role of student advisor by members of a teaching team. In

the list of features of the Bigtown cooperative teaching program, each team

teacher served as advisor to about thirty students. The role called for

seeing each student regularly to advise on progress in both basic and special

subjects.
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Suppose that you found the following items to be frequent failures in

the performance of this role:

a. Most of the teachers met with students only in groups, or

on an individual basis only when the student or his/her

teachers reported some special problem.

b. Most of the teachers did not attempt to help individual students

view their progress and problems at school and work with them

to arrive at solutions.

c. Most of the team teachers did not concern themselves with

their advisees' progreis outdide of the four basic curriculum

areas taught by the team.

With these failures in mind, turn to the worksheet for Exercise 6. Think

of undesirable conditions or incorrect procedures that may be present and of

desirable conditions or procedures that may be absent. When you are finished

with the exercise, check your work with the Answer Key that follows.
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EXERCrSE 6 - WORKSUEET

List of Likely Causes for a Failure to Advise rndividual Students-

Directions: Your task is to think of plausible reasons why a majority of
team teachers failed to perform adequately the role of advisor to 30
students in the team. What may have been causes of this shortcoming? --
Scheduling? Grouping? Lack of directions? Conflict with other duties?
Offer the possible causes that occur to you in the space below.

-
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EXERCtSE 6 - ANSWER KEr

List of Likely Causes for a Failure to Advise tndividual Students

There are many possible causes for the team teachers' failure to fulfill
the asstgned role in advising individual students, Putting together a list of
likely causes requires knowledge of schools, teachers, and team teaching, as
well as an active imagination. The list below is not the answer to Exercise 6.
InsteaclOt represents one set of plausible reasons.

The failure of many team teachers to advisc individual students regularly on
progress in both basic and special subjects may be due in part to:

The lack of a clear and specific plan for the advisory function

Schedule conflicts where advising a student 'Auld require interrupting
other scneduled duties

Reluctance of teachers of special subjects to be cooperative in reporting
a student's progress and problems

Teachers' lack of belief in the importance of advising students on their
total program

-Teachers' preference for seeing students primarily or only when problems
arose

Lack of training of the team teachers in the conduCt of student advising

A preference of teachers for group rather than individual advisory sessions

Remember, the above is in no sense an official or 'right" list of likely
causes for shortcomingsin the conduct of the advisory function. It is just
one suggested list.
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Investigating Potential Causes of Shortcomtngs

To this point, you have studied the first part of the causal analysis of

shortcomingspreparing lists of plausible causes of the shortcomings,that have

been identified. The next task is that of planning ad investigation to

determine which of the plausible causes listed, or others not yet identified,

are actual causes.
.--k

Planning an investigation into causes'll a shortcomtng calls for taking

each potential cause listed in turn and specifying how data could be obtained

to check on whether it actually was at least a partial cause of the

shortcoming.

In planning your investigation, you will need to decide where to turn for

data on each potential cause to be checked. If the program you are seeking

to improve has a coordinator or director, your first step should be to seek

information from this source on the validity'of any of the potential causes

you have listed (6r other's the coordinator considers to be operating). Also,

the coordinator can offer valuable adYice on where to turn for the evidence

you need. Your search for 'data on actual causes for shortcomings in program

implementation is important and justifies your taking as much tiMe as you need

to obtain a good "fix" on the causal factors that are producing faulty

implementation.

Planning a causal search can be illustrated with a list of likely

causes for a failure to provide for nongraded advancement in the cooperative

teaching program. These plausible causes are listed on the following pages

with suggestions for how each one might be investigated. You are invited to

add your mon ideas to those suggested.
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Failure to Provide Nongraded Advancement

Potential cause: The cooperative teaching plan may fail to specify how
nongrading is to be accomplished.

Suggestions on search for evidence:

Ask the vice-principal-in charge of the program for a written
description.of the cooperative teaching program and check it for
proviSions-on planning and conducting nongrading.

If there is no written description of program features related to
nongrading, ask for an oral account and ask how team members were
informed.

Your own suggestions:

Potential cause: There may be a lack of individualized learning materials
needed if students are to advance at individual rates.

Suggestions on search for evidence:

Ask the vice-principal and some of the teachers to show Sfou what
materials are available that students can work with independently;
also ask how these materials are assigned and used.

Observe instructiod in a few situations where individualized
materials might be found in use.

Your own suggestions:

Potential cause: Teachers may fail_to favor nongrading either because
they consider it undesirable or very hard to achieve.

Suggestions on search for evidence:

Ask the vice-principal and some -of the team leaders to report their
attitudes about nongrading (desirability and difficulty) and also
to report how they think teachers in the team feel about nongrading.

Ask a sample of team teachers what their views and feelings about
nongrading are.

Your own suggestions:
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Potential cause: There may be a lack of planning for nongrading when the

. team sets up plans for the next week's scheduling and
grouping. ,

Suggestions on search for evidence:

Ask several team leaders to show you plans for the current week and
to point out to you ways in which those plans make provisions for
students of the same grade advancing at different rates.

Your own suggestions:

Potential cause: Problems posed by multi-disciplinary instruction may. make
it difficult at the ame time to foster nongrading.

Suggestions all search foil evidence:

Ask.team leaders to show you plans made for multi-disciplinary
instruction and to point'out how these plans permit or hindee
nonlading.

Observe multi-diseiplinaryinstruction as conducted by one teacher
in each of several teams and determine whether any nongrading is
provided for in at least one of the disciplines involved.

Ask a number of teachers whether they can let stadents advance at .

different rates in at least one of the disciplines involved when
they do multi-disciplinary teaching.

Your own suggestions:

(

Potential cause: There may be a lack of needed teacher education on
nongrading with the result that teachers do not know hoW
to conduct it.

Suggestions on search for evidence:

Ask the vice-principal what sort of ieacher education for nongrading
was given and what sort of supervision is provided to assist teachers
in understanding and practicing nongraded instruction.

Ask a sample of team leaders and te' tlers what they understand
nongrading ta be, how It can be conducted, and %%fiat problems they see
in trying to conduct it.

Your own suggestions:
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Having reviewed the example of investigating causes for failure to

provfde for nongraded advancement, try Exercise 7, which asks you to carry

out a similar analysts for the role of advising students. Potential causes

for failure are provided; you are asked to suggest sources for obtaining

evidence about them.

Check the Answer Key that follows after sompleting the exercise.
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EkERCISE 7 - WORKSHEET'

Search for Evidence on Likely Causes of Faulty Program Implementation

' Directions: For each of the following potential causes of teachers' failure
to advise the students assigned to them (regularly, individually, and on
their total programs), write your recommendations fer sources of evidence.

POTENTIAL CAUSE OF
FAULTY ADVISING SUGGESTED SOURCES OF EVIDENCE

Tfie program plan may lack specific
provisions for conducting
individual advisory conferences.

There may be schedule conflicts so
that advising a student would
require interrupting other
schaduled duties.

Teachers of special subjects may be
reluctant to cooperate in reporting

- .a student's progress and problems
to his advisor.
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POTENTIAL CAUSE OF -
FAULTY ADVISING SUGGESTED MiCES OF EVIDENCE

Teachers may doubt the importance
of advising students regularly
on their/total programs.

Teachers may wish to see students
when they have problems rather :

than on a regular basis.

Teachers may prefer to advise
students in groups rather t4n
in individual conferences.

Teachers may lack the needed
training in planning and
advising individual students.
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EXERCISE 7 - ANSWER KEY

tarch for Evidence on Likely Causes of Faulty Program Implementation
\
Probably you have found in performing Exercise 7 that the search for

evidence on causes of faulty implementation should be very similar for both

shortcomings in nongrading instruction and in student advising.

Obtaining evidence on how well the .program plan described the conduct

of student advising calls for asking to see the program plan or asking for an

Oral report on its provisions if they were not set in writing.

Teachers problems with scheduling advisory conferences could be

investigated by asking team leaders or teachers to show you such conflicts in

their schedules and to point out difficulties they had:in resolving those

conflicts.

Teachers' attitudes and preferences with regard to conducting advisory

conferences dan be learned through interviews, although reports by the vice

principal or team leaders can be valuable as well.

Determining whether teachers had received the training they needed for

planning and conducting student advising requires evidence from the vice

principal, team leaders, and teachers themselves. If teqchers cannot explain

the purposes and procedures of the advisory function, their training could

not have been adequate.

*
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SUMMARY

Objective 3 has dealt with analyzing shortcomings in the implementation

of program features to dete-mine their causes. Two steps in the process

were reviewed:

1, Listing likely causes for each shortcoming

2. Gathering data on likely causes to detenmine which are actual cahses

The purpose of the causal analysis it io focus activities directed toward

improving program implementation. Thus, if the failure to implement certain

program features can be attributed to a lack of the needed staff training,

this provides a specific basis for planning improvements in implementation.

Once the needed causal data were obtained, you would be ready to set

about developing a plan for overcoming shortcomings in program implementation.

This is the function of Objectives 4 and 5 of this hnit.
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Objective 4. Design a plan for identifY ing and evaluating resources
likely to overcome the shortcomings identified..

Having identified shortcomings of implementation of features of a

local educational prograrn, and having probed factors that are probable

causes for these shortcomings: your next task is to survey various "resources"

that could be employed to remedy the shortcomings of implementation.

Remember, the purpose is not to locate another program that might replace

the present one. Rather, the purpose is to make the present program function

better. (Of course it could turn out that the present program, even when

effectively implemented, failed to meet its objectives successfully and

should be abandoned in favor of some other program. In that event, Unit 8

of this training program, Selecting an Educational Improvement Programi

would be relevant.)

By resource is meant any procedure or materials that could overcome

a shortcoming in implementation. A resources search means consulting various

sources that might provide information about useful resources. The resources

you are,seeking may be discovered anywhere, including the local situation.

How should you plan a msources search to locate and evaluate resources

that could overcome shortcomings of implementation of a local educational

program? It is a safe assumption that your time for this will be limited

and that you will need to make strategic use of the sources available to

you. Basically, your task is to obtain information about procedures or

materials that have been used successfully elsewhere in implementing program

features that are not being effectively implemented in the local program

you are seeking to strengthen. Where should you turn for such information?

Your first step should be to seek informants who can give you expert

advice, either on how to solve the implementation problems you are concerned
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with, or on where to turn for the information you need. Where can you find

such experts? Field consultants of your state education department (including

its intermediate or county units) provide one key source. They may be able

to direct you to school districts in the state that have dealt with some of

the same implementation problems you are facing. Phone calls or visits to

these districts then could follow. Also, in numerous states, there are

education infoimation centers (often associated with the state education

department) whose job is to locate and report information on any aspect of

educational practice. These centers have full access to the literature of

education as well as extensive knowledge about educational agencies or

individuals who can offer expert advice or assistance with various problems.

Another key place to-turn is the school t)7 education of a neighboring

university whose faculty is apt to contain one or more members with expert

knowledge of the sort of program you are concerned with.

The Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) of the U. S. Office

of Education is a source of reports on many topics in education. Your state

education department can tell you how to make use of this source, in case

you are not already familiar with it. . In addition, there are 16

Clearinghouses, each charged with maintaining up-to-date abstracts of

information within its area of specialization - career education, reading and

communication skills, teacher education, etc. A list of the ERIC

Clearinghouses is given on the following page.

In every area of educational practice, there is an extensive literature

describing different programs, procedures, materials, or equipment that have

.

been employed. Journals of educational organizations are especially apt to

contain the specific information you need on how to solve implementation

prohlems. Por example, The American Schobi Board Journal, January 1975 Issue,
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ERIC Clearinghouses r, 1 r 1 16 1 1 1_3C_I 0_ LIC _ _ c,ear.ngiouses, 35 well as acquiring, review*.
abstracting, aud indc%ing the documents Jimounccd in Research in Education. also prepares bildlogr.iphics and
interpietive sammatiec of iescarch %Kb appear in Research in Education and arc disseminated through the LIM
Document Reproduoion Service_ lk:canse clearinghouses /WC limited resources for proNiding detailed replies to
inquirks for inform ition on specific topics, educators are urged to subscribe to Research in Education and obt.iin the
other WU(' publications to search for desired information.

,

ERIC Clearinghouses and their addresses arc listed below:

ERIC CLEARINGHOUSES ON ....
CAREER EDUC ATION
204 Oalicl Hall
Nor diem Minor. t nos ersity
DeKalh. Ilhnois 6011%

COI1NSELINC AND PERSONNEL SKRVICES
Universiis of Miehiyan .
school a Nine:mon !Wilding. Room 2108
Easi Unisetsits & Soffits t no ersity Sts.
Anti Abor. Michigan 481..

DISAMANTAGED
leacheri (*Mew
Columbia University
Ilos. 40
New York. New York 10027

EARLY CIHLDHOOD EDITATION
tiothT:sity a Mewls
go% U. Penits Is 4nia Ave.
UrInuet. Illinois 61801

EDUCATION Al. MANAGEMENT
Usti% osity (4 (heron
Eugene. Oregon 9740:t

ilt
HANDICAPPED AND GIFTED CHILDREN
ihe Connell (or I seption.il Children
1920 Accociat ion Du is C
Reston. Virginia 22091

HIGHER EDeC AVON
George Washingtun enisersiry
One I topoid circk. N.W.. Stine 610
Washington. IL C, 2('0.16

INFORM AT1ON RESOURITS
Stanton! Center fitr Resears li anti

I /es elopment In 1 eachiaig
Stonfor rt. California 94305

-f

7.)

AMOR COLLEGES
University of California ai Lot Angelec
Powell Librais . Room 96
40 1 filgard Ave.
Lets Angelo s. Cold omit 90024

LANCIJACKS AND LIMAINTICS
Center for Applied Liitguistks
1611 North Kent Street
Arlington. Virginia 22209

READING AND commemcvnoNsmus
National Conned of Teachers of English
lilt Kenyon Rood .
Urbana. Illinois 61801

"RURAL EDUCATION AND SMALL SCHOOLS
New Mexico &ale UniscriitI
Box 3 AP
Las Cosecs. New Mexico 11$003

,

SCIENCE. MATHEMATICS. AND ENVIRONMENTAL
Ent/CATION
Ohio State University
400 Lincoln Tower
Columhuc. Ohio A1210

SOCIAL MID ESISOCI Al. SCIENCE EDUCATION
Social Science Education Consortium. InC.
05 Droadway
boulder. Colorado S0302

TEACHER EDUCATION
American Msociation of CnIlegei for

inchcr liduolion
One ihrpont ruck. NAY . Suiie 616
Warhinginn. D. C. 200:46

TESTS, !klEASUR!".'.i i.... i', A \ D EVALUATION
Educational I cstiog Sets ice
Princeion. Ness Jersey 08%40
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contains an article describing ways different districts have attempted to

deal with violence in the schools. Turning to the Education Index is a good

wey of gaining access to articles reporting problem-solving approaches that

have bee.% ne.ed in different school districts.

In a good many current areas of concern, Education U.S.A. Special Reports,

published by the National School Public Relations Association, give up-to-date

'le
information on school practices. These reports are available, for example,

in the areas of informal education, alternative schools, student rights,

drugs, vandalism and violence, individualization, vocational education, and
-

differentiated school staffing.

Since the problems you are concerned with involve improving the

implementation of a school program, rather than with introducing a new

program, you will need to cull the information contained in the literature

carefully to glean items that focus on program implementation. It is

unfortunate that there are relatively few books o.. articles that deal

primarily with overcoming problems of implementation'. N9wever, if you have

clearly identified shortcomings of program implementation, and if you have

pinpointed likely causes for those shortcomings, a careful search of the

literature will probably yield numerous approaches that school districts

have used to makvprograms work more effectively.

An illustration will help make your task clear. Consider thA problem

of correcting shortcomings in implementing nongrading in the rooperative

teaching program at Bigtown Intermediate School as dealt with in Objectives

2 and 3. for convenience, let us limit the illustration to nongrading

mathematics instruction where the purpose is to have each student work at a

level appropriate to his present advancement, and progress at whatever pace

he can master learning tasks. Assume that your analysis of implementation
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has indicated the following:

ShortcomingL2Limplementation

I. Students are grouped by general achievement level and all students
in a class are taught the same learning unit at a given time.

2. In a class, all students work on a unit using the same learning
materials.

3. Students in a class all are Moved to thennext learning unit at the
same time even though some have not mastered the unit just studied.

Causes of faulty implementation

I. Teachers lack sub-tests for measuring students' level of pastery
of each unit in the math sequence.

2. There is only one set of materials for studying a learning unit,
rather than alternative sets of materials (including manipulative
materials) for a given unit.

3. The math teachers have not had in-service training on methods of
adapting instruction to individual differences among students
within a class.

From this analysis, you need to seek resources that will provide achievement

sub-tests, alternative learning materials, and appropriate in-service

training for teachers. Thus, your efforts should be to find says of

overcoming causes of faulty implementation as ways of overcoming the

shortcomings noted.

If you are not already familiar with the literature on nongrading,

a good way to start is to review one or more of the basic treatments of the

subject. The following four books are important general references:

Goodlad, J.I., & Anderson, R.H. The Nongraded Elementary School. (Rev. ed!)
New York: Harcourt, Brace, & World, 1963.

Brown, B. F. The Nongraded High School. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-
Hall, 1963.

1965.

The Appropriate.Placement School. West Nyack, N.Y.: Parket,

Hillson, M., & Bongo, J. Continuous-Progress Education. Palo Alto,

California: Science Research Associates, 1971.
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In reviewing any of these volumes, you will find relatively little that

is specific about problems of tnplementation. Yet careful.skimming of their

contents will give you key ideas on how features of nongrading can be put

into operation. Thus,'Brown's book on nongrading in the high school presents

a "multi-phase" approach that adapts to the learning capabilitin ind styles

of different students, and the Hillson-Bongo book contains outlines for.

in-service workshops for teachers (pages 135-152).

Three sources of information probably will prove useful: consulting

with experts to whom you are referred (perhaps by consultants from your state

education department), visits to school districts employing nongraded programs

at the intermediate level, and descrtptions of nongraded practices contained

in education journals. For gutdelines on achievement sub-tests geared to

.curriculum units, some of the best sources are the descriptions of

individualized programs such as Individually Prescribed Instruction (IPI) where

each learning unit (In mathematics, reading, spelling, or science) has its

pretest and posttest for measuring precisely the achievement of learning

objectives. (See Teaching in IPI Mathematics: A Multi-Media pEosram of Teacher

Preparation. Volume 1. Diagnosing and Prescribing for Individualized

Instruction. New York: New Century, 1972.)

Let us suppose that your search turned up a half-dozen or more resources

for correcting each of the three causes Judged to be limiting the implementation

of nongrading. Suppose that your reading, interviews, and visits located a

number of nongraded math programs eqv pped with achievement sub-tests geared

to learning units, several intermediate-level math programs providing

alternative materials for study of a given unit, and several in-service

programs designed to train teachers in nongrading math instruction. What

procedures should you follow in evaluating these resources for use in improvik
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the implementation of nongrading in your local instructional program?

Three criteria are %portant in evaluating any resources for inclusion

in your approach to improving;the implementation of the local program. These

are relevance to local needs, evidenCe of effectiveness, and feasibility of

local adoption. By way of example, an in-service teacher education program

on nongrading might be judged relevant through covering all aspects of

nongraded instruction where the local teachers were found to be deficient.

It might be judged effective oa the basis of evidence of students' individual

progress in math, of teacher satisfaction, and of administrators' approval.

However, it might be judged not feasible of local adoption because it required

more time and money to conduct than the local dist-rfEr could provide.

In evaluating a resource for adoption, it often will be the case that

the reiource contains elements that would meet local needs if adapted to the

specific features of the local program, For example, the achievement sub-tests

of math Program X might pro/ide 'an excellent model for use in the local

situation; however, the local math sequence might be different from that in

Program X so the model would need to be adapted by building sub-tests geared .

to the local curriculum,

Conducting this process of evaluating potential resources for adoption

is a task that tests anyone's capabilities to the limit. DWI an expert in

evaluation is almost certain to find that there is not enough good evidence

available to make confident judgments. Your task ill be to make the best

use ef evidem:e in making your judgments, realizing that some Of the evidence

may be untrustwnrthy or inadequate. Judging relevance is a matter of matching

elements of the resource with the needs you need to meet. Thus, suppose that

teachers need to learn how to locate children in a nongraded curriculum

sequence, hot) to provide them with the learning tasks they are ready to study,
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how to assist them as they study on an individual or group basis, and how to

determine when itudents are ready to proceed to the next learning task. Do

you find in accounts of the teacher-education resource that provisions for

thes.: elements are included?

Judging the Otectiveness of the resource may be extremely difficult

since it very often is true that there are fin data on this criterion except

for opinions of those who have used the resource.. You may have to rely on

these opinions, in the absence of objective evidence. In this case, it is

Important that you note the sort of evidence available to you and state your

degree of confidence in'your judgment.

% Judging the feasibility of adopting the resource in the local situation

calls for checking for evidence that the time, money and leadership needed are

available, and that attitudes about adopting the ri..Aource are favorable.

Generally, after you have made your initial estimates of feasibility, it is

important to obtain the reactions of key decision makers who will be involved

in adopting the resource, and of key participants such as principals and

teachers't

The end product of your resources search should be a priority listing

of resourles related to each or the causes of faulty implementation you were

seeking to correct. Under each resource listed, you should have information

on that resource's relevance, effectiveness, and feasibility. With these

listings in hand, you would be ready to undertake the final task in the

process of planning to improve the implementation of the local educational

program. This task - actually planning to accomplish the needed improvements -

is the substance of Objective 5 of this unit.

To give you practice in thinking through the process of conducting a

resources search, Exercise 8 follows. You are asked to create your own
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example by selectine a (real of simulated) local educational program,

indicating one_shortcoming of its implementation, and specifying one cause

for that shortcoming. The program you choose can be of anv tyoe and at any

level of schooling: the conduct of instruction using a new curriculum in a

subject such as reading, math, or science; a program of school/community

relations; a program to deal with dIscipline problems; a Modular-schedulind(

program; a program employing teacher aides; etc. The exercise calls on you

to outline a process you might follow in turning to different sources in

search of resources that could remedy the shortcoming by dealing with its

cause. 'Finally; the exercise calls on you to de;cribe a (real or simulated)

resource that could remove the shortcoming, then to indicate how you would

evaluate it for local adoption.

When yoU complete the exercise, turn to the Abswer Key that follows the

Worksheet to check your work with the suggestions contained in the Answer Key.
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, EXERCISE 8 - WORKSHEET

OutlIning_A_Plan for Conductin9 a Resources Search

Directions: ri,rst, select a 1:....:al p Ea, (A) and indicate one shortcoming
of implementation (8)*N4nsl,,pne cau rAhat shortcoming (C). (These can
be either real or simulai4d.) Nex tlin the prccess you might follow
in turning to different sources to loc . esources that could remedy the
shortcoming (D). Findlly, take one (real or simulated) resoulce (E) and
indicate How you would evaluate it for local adoption (F). When you
complete the exercise, turn to the answer key for guidelines to use in
checking your work under D and F.

A. BRIEF KSCRIWON OF LOCAL PROGRAM CHOSEN

B. ONE SHORTCOMING OF PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION

C. ONE.CAUSE OF IHE SHORTCOR1NG

v

D. PROCEDURE FOR RESOURCES SEARCH

4

1

(Continue on next page if more space is neioded)
,
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D (Cont'd.)
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i

E. ONE RESOURCE TO REMEDY THE SHORTCOMING

/

F. PROCEDURE FOR EVALUATING THE RESOURCE FOR LOCAL ADOPTION

I.
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EXERCISE 8 - A114/ER KEY

Outlining a Plan for Conducting a Resources Search

Explanation: Since you chose your own example, this answer key simple
offers you some checkpoints for examining your answers under D. Procedure
for Resources Search and F. Procedure for Evaluating the Resource. If

Y5U-Tift-out key steps in either procedure, it probably will be useful for
you to review the contents under Objective 4.

D.701117E FOR RESOURCES SEARCH

Your answer should deal with the following:

How you will seek expert advice in starii.g your search. How will you
seek such advice from informants in the state education department, in
education information centers, in local universities, etc.?

How wil/ you conduct a literature search for resources, using indexes,
following up lists of references in articles or books, etc.

How you will arrange telephone interviews or visits with people who
have made use of resources in the area you are concerned with.

F. PROCEDURE FOR EVALUATING THE RESOURCE MR LOCAL ADOPTION

Your answer should deal with the TAwing:

How you will judge the relevance of the resource to local needs by
matching specific needs with features of the resource.

How you dill judge the effectiveness of the resource using any
objective data availa6le and using opinions offered by those who have
made use of the resource.

How you will judge the feasibility of adopting the resource in the local
situation, taking account cf requirements for time, m.-mey, and leadership
as well as the attitudes of key person..: who will be invo4rd.
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SUMMARY

Objective 4 has dealt with the task of locating and evaluating

resources that could remedy shortcomings of Implementing a local educational

program. Almost without exception, a variety of approaches have been

developed and tried in various locations for meeting any local need. The

problem is to locate infor.nation about these approaches and to judge its

applicability4locally.

The content under this objective has covered making use Of different

sources of information:

Experts either to provide specific information about resources, or
guidance in turning to appropriate sources.

Files of the Education Resources Information Center (ERiC) or ERIC
Clearinghouses.

Education information centers, or st.ilar resource centers.

Local agencies that have employed any resources related to local needs.

In evaluating resources for local adnption, this objective has considered

the use of three criteria:

Relevance of a resource to local needs for i ,iroving implementation.

Effectiveness of tne resource in meeting needs similar to local needs.

Feasibility of adopting a given resource in the local situation.

Exercise 8 has offer d practice In planning a resources search and

evaluation, using an example of your own choosing.

8
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Objective 5. Design a plan for improving the tmplementation,of an
educational program.
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To this point, you have studied four tasks that are basic to improving

the implementatton of any local educational program. You have examined how

to identify and list the key features of a program (Objective 1). Next, you

studied how to design a plan for assessing the extent to which the features

of a program have been implemented (Objective 2). The thirl taA involved

study of how to design a plan for a causal analysis of shortcomings in

program implementation (Objective 3). The fourth task dealt with identifying

and evaluating resources that could remedy shortcomings of implementation

(Objective 4). Now, in Objective 5, yim will study how to design a plan for

correcting thtse shortcomings by elnploytng resources that attack their causes.

Note that the focus of Abjecttve 5 is not on designing a change program,

Instead, it focuses on efforts to improve the Implementdtion of whatever

program already is in operation, whether it ts traditional or innovative.

Planning an improvement approach breaks down into three steps: selecting

the resources to be included, designing a pattern for ustng these resources,

and designing a way of implementing the pattern.. The entry point is the

information you obtained under Objective 4 oi the relevance, effectiveness,

and feasibility of adopting the resources exawined. It will be helpful to

study the three tteps in the planning process with use of an illustration. The

illustration we will use involves a program of 4ndependent study in algebra

and geometry at Freeville High School. (The data presented are simulated.)

Freeville High :,chool is in an integrated suburban district on the fringe

of a large city. Its stment body is largely from middle-class homes and is

22 per cent black. The school serves 2500 students. A program introduced

two years ago allows all students to study introductory algebra and geometry
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either in the traditional way or through independent study. .Those who request

independent study are interviewed by an Instructor and, if they appear to have

a serious interest in studying on their own, are admitted to this alternative

approach. About one-half of Freevtlle's students representing all ability

levels, elect to study algebra and geometry through independent study.

An evaluation of the independent study approach has revealed serious

shortcomings. About one-third of those enrolled in independent study request

a transfer to the traditional method within the first month of the semester.

Many students who remain in the program do not progress fast enoggh to complete

the course taken during the semester. Many request help from the instructor

several times each week instead of findtng the scheduled bi-weekly progress

check of sufftctent help.

A causal analysis of the prograles shortcomtnge has indicated that many

students admitted to tndepuident study have little interest in the approach;

it Initially appealed to them as "the easy way out" rather than a challenge.

Thus, the admission procedures are at fault. Also, many students in the

program have very limited skills in managtng their own learning--budgeting

time, planning lessons, carrytng out study plans, checking progress, etc.

Another reason for students difficulties is the lack of study materials giving

specific guidance in what to study, how to study, and how to check one's

work. Finally, it has been found that three of the six teachers conducting

the independent study program prefer traditional teachtng and are not

interested in helping students study on their own.

Investigation of resources that could remedy the situation (Including

a literature search, interviews with experts on independent study, and visits

to programs),revealed the fullowing resources that seemed of potential value:

An admissions procedure at Blake li!eh School that assesses students'
capabilities in independent study and, if weaknesses are found, teaches
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key skills in lesson planntng, time budgettng, and evaluating one's
progress. Admission to the program is granted only to those students
wtth demonstrated skills tn independent study and a sertous commitment
to fhts way of learntng.

An in-service teacher education course in the Pickwick Public Schools
that teaches methods of planning and conducting independent study in
the'secondary school.

A set of programmed lessons in introductory algebra designed for use
tn supplementing instruction.

A detailed study guide for introductory algebra and one for introductory
geometry.accompanying new text books on these subjects.

Which of these resources-should be chosen by Freeville? Exercise 9

asks you to make tills judgment, based on the (simulated) evidence given below.

The first test, relevance, you can make without further evidence. Do

the resources appear to match the causes of program shortcomings given above?

The second test, effectiveness, calls for your using the following ci;i'a:

The admissions procedure at Blake, according to informants, is a definite
succes. Teachers swear by it, and the proportion of dropouts from
independent study*, or of failures to complete a course within a semester,
ts below 10 per cent.

The in-servtce teacher education program at Pickwick was judged by both
the instructor and teachers to be helpful in the conduct of the
independent study program. The program supervisor indicated that it
required $1500 of school funds *el conduct.

The programmed materials, according to a department chairman in a school
district that tried them, had limited usefulness because they did not
match the loc1 curriculum and because some teachers did not believe that
students could learn much from suc'n materials.

The use of curricula in algebra and geometry that are equipped vith
detailed study guides was strongly endorsed by several school districts
that employed them in programs emphasizing Independent study. (These

data came from telephone interviews with officials of those district.')

The third test, feasibility., calls for your using the following data based

on consultation with the Chairman of the Mathematics Dupartment at Freuville

High School, teachers of algebra and geometry at that school, and mne

Associate Superintendent for Instruction of the school district.

Freevtlle's Associate Superintendent for instruction, with the support
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of the Supertntendent,,is strongly commttted to the program of
independent study and has up.to $5,000 available to strengthen its
implementation. He sees the Blake admissions procedure as a good one
but would modIfy tt by teachtng skills in tndependent study to
students when they enter the spectal program.

The Chairman of the Mathematics Department considers in-service education
of teachers critical for success of the program. The Associate
Superintendent indicates that funds are available for an in-service
course on teaching students how to conduct independent study, and
on guiding students who are studytng independently.

The algebra and geometry teachers are opposed to using programmed
instructional materials but are eager to make use of the new text books
that are equipped with guides to independent study. The Associate
Superintendent indicates that funds are available for purchase ,df these
texts.

On the worksheet for Exercise 9, indicate whtch of the four resources

you would recommend that Freeville adopt for its program to improve the

impelementation of the independent study program. Opposite each resource

listed on the Vorksheet, check whether or not you 4ould reccImend adoption,

then check and briefly jistify your judgments regarding relevance,

effectiveness, and feasibiltty.
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_ EXERCISE 9 - WORKSHEET

Resources Recommended for Improving Freevtlle's Independent Study_Program

Directions: Under each resource ltsted, check whether or not you recommend its
--a-dcT-')tion, then check and jisttfy your judgments regarding its relevance,

effectiveness, and feasibi tty of adoptton at Freeville. Be sure to write
in brief reasors for.your judgments under relevance, etc.

RESOURCE

Blake High School's
admission procedure

Pickwick's in-service
teacher training

RECOMMEND
ADOPTION?

Yes

No

BASES FOR RECOMMENDATION

Relevant? Yes__ No

Effective? Yes No

Feasible? Yes No

Yes

No

Programmed materials Yes
in algebra

No

Relevant? Yes NO

Effective? Yes No

Feasible? Yes Nb

Relevant? Yes No

Effective? Yes No

Feasible? Yes No

New texts with study
guides

Yes

No

Relevant? Yes No

Effective? Yes No

Feasible? Yes No
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EXERCISE 9 - ANSWER KEY
Unit 9 r 87

Resources Recommended for Improv:ng Freeville's Independent StqLly Pruram

Explanation: The suggested answers given below are based on the data given
in relation to the fcur resources. These may be different from your answers,
and you may have sound reasons for judgments different from these. The
important thing is to think through this choice process carefully, realizing
that there may be good reasons for your different judgments.

RESOURCE
IREiOMMEND
ADOPTION?

Blake High School's
admission procedure

Yes

No

BASES FOR RECOMMENDATION

Relevant? Yes V No
This procedure definitely meets some of
the shortcomings in Freeville's program.

Effective? Yes No

The evidence from Blake is that this
proceiure has been high'y effective.

Feasible?. Yes ,/ No
The Freeville Associate Superintendent
offers financial support for this.

Pickwick's in-service Yes 17 Relevant? Yes V- No
teacher training Freeville teachers of independent study

No clearly need training.
Effective? Yes V No
The Freeville EaKiate.Superintendent
offers financial_ 5upport for this.

Feasible? Yes V No

Funds are available for the in-service
course.

Programmed materials
in algebra

Yes

No /
Relevant? Yes V No

These mtterials are designed for
independent t:tudy.

Effective? Yes No 1/
The evidence is that these materials were
not effective where tried,

Feabible? Yes No V
Attitudes of Freeville teachers ihdicate
that these materials should not be adopted.

New texts with study
guides

Yes YI Relevant? Yes v/ Ho

The study guidE-Tnake these texts well
No suited for use with independent study.

Effective? Yes V Ho
School districts using these texts have
judged them highly effective.

Feasible? Yes v(.. No

Freeville has Tads for purchasing these
texts and the teachers favor using them.
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Once the resources to be used in improving the implementation of the

current program have been chosen the next planning step is that of designing

'a pattern for making Use of them. Continuing the Freeville example, the

task (is that of working out a specific pattern for using the resources chosen

to strengthen the independent study program in algebra and geometry. Suppose

the decision was made (a) to adopt the Blake procedure for admission to the

independent,study program but to modify it byoroviding needed training in

independent study both before and after admission; (b) to adopt the new texts

containing study guides; and (c) to provide inv.service4training for math

teachers following the Pickwick model. The design you need to create for

the changes to be introduced should be a blueprint of what those changes

would look like if pfaced in full and effective operatioh. (Note that this

is different from creating a plan for implementing theAchanges.)

The blueprint for the improvement program would need to sPecify just

how the Blake admission procedure would work: what procedures (including

tests and interviews) would be used to determine the student's capabilities

and intet-c:t in independent study; Wiat pre-admission training in independent

study world be given; and whatfurther training in independent study would be

given after admission to the program. The blueprint also would need to

outline the contents and procedures of the in-service training the math

teachers would receive in conducting independent study. Finally, the

blueprint would need to specify how the new texts with study guides would

be used in the indeperdent study program.

In setting up specific plans for the changes to be i'ade, it would be

important to involve the teachers who would conduct the changes. This would

make their understanding and acceptance of the changes more likely, and

would also be the beginning of their training for teaching within the
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independent study program.

The final step in planning for the improvement prograni is that of

designing a strategy for introducing the changes in the blueprint. This

requires determining when the program will be placed in operation, listing

the tasks that must be performed,to accomplish implementation of the changes

to be gflade, identifying resources (personnel, money, time, etc ) tc be used

in preparing to implement the program, and working out a time schedule for

performing the required tasks. To.give,you practice in setting up an

implementation plan, Exerctse 10 follows.

Exercise 10 calls upon you to set up a time schedule of an imPlementation

plan for introducing the changes in the Freeville indepeAent study program.

It assumes that the program is to be in operaticen when school opens in

September. It assumes that, as of March, the blueprini of the changes to be

introduced has been completed. The problem is'to outline how the period

between March and September should be used in getting ready to conduct the

revised independent study program. The following facts are given you:

The Associate Superiptendent for Instruction is aVallable to supervise
and suppT:t the process of preparing to implement the program.

The ChairnItn of the Math Department can give the'time needed for staff
in-service training, for developing.materials and procedures required
by the program chanws, and.for consulting with the math teachers as
needed.

The six math teachers will be available for after-school work sessions
during the spring months and for a two-week workshop during July, if
paid for their time.

Money is available for the new text series and for paying in-.service
costs.

Students apply for independent study during March and are evaluated
for admission before the end of the month. School is over June 21th.

Your task in Exercise 10 is to fill in the Worksheet with the activities g

required to get ready for implementing the program in September. What qould
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be done each month, and who would be involved? After completing the Worksheet,

check your answers with the suggestions offered on the Answer Key.

,
v.1

I

.:0

f



EXERCISE 10 - WORKSHEET

Unit 9 - 91

Time Line for Preparing to Implement the Improvement 1>rogram

Directions: Under each month listed, indicate the tasks you would recommend
for preparing to tmplement the resources selected to improve. the
program of independent study in mathematics at Freeville High School. Also,
for each task, indicate at the right the staff members you think should be
dhiefly responsible. (The same task could cover more than one month.)

March

t'AY_

June

July_

(August-Vacation)
September

TASK

9 5

KEY PERSONS ,

a
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EXERCISE 10 - ANSWER KEY

Time Line for erepring_ to Implement the Improvement Program

EXplanation: The syggeited time line below offers one way of prepari.g to -

implement the changes selected to improve Freeville's program of independent
study. Use it merely to-check your outline, and to remind you of any tasks
you did not include in your Oar'.

A 4 TASK

'Mardi Assist teachers in asselssing students' readiness
to undertake independent study in math.

April

lax

June

July,

p.

Purchase the new texts with study guides.
r

i: egin training of teachers in conducting indepen-
with empnasis on teaching students

h needed skills.

Train students in skills of independent'study,
using methods in Blake qpproach, as modified fon
local use.

Continue training of students. Decide which
students are now ready for the progra of
independent study as shown by their progress°
in training.

Hold two-week workshop to train teachers in
skills required in r-Aiducting the program of
independent study.

September Continue training and supervision of teachers
in conducting independent study.

,Continue student trainiwj in conduct of
lindepc.dent study.

(J1)

KEY PERSONS

Math Chairman,
Assoc. Sup't. .

Assoc. Sup't.,

Math Chairman

Math Chairman

Math Teachers,
Math Chairman

Math Teachers,
Math Chairman

"lth Chairman,
Math Teachers

Math Chairman

Math Teachers
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SUMMARY

Objective 5 has coiered the requirements to be met in-designing and

implemnting a plan to improve the conduct of a local educational program.

The planning process has been presented in three steps:

1. Selecting the components to be included in the improvement program

2. Blueprinting the improvement program

3., Planning procedures for implementing thAmprovement program

This training unit ends at this point. The ideal followup 'Would be

for you to test your grasp of what the unit has coyered by actually providing

leadership in strengthening the implementation of a local educatipal program

in the situation where you work or in a school 'district where you Can offer

consul tant hel p .

J
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POST-ASSESSMENT EXERCISE - UNIT 9

Planning to Remedy Shortcomings in a Program's Implementation

Directions: This exercise is the s'ame as the Pre-Assessment Exercise which
you completed at the beginning of your study of.this unit. Review your,
estimates of mastery of the items oR the Pre-Assessment Exercise (page 8);
you need do only toss, items on the Post-Assessment Exercise where you
judged your Pre-Assessalent answers were not adequate. Check your answers
with the Prp- and Posf-Assessment Exercise - Answer Key.

1.,From the following description, write down a list of the features of the
MIGS program to be implemented in the Franklin Intermediate School.

Methods of Inquiry in General Science (MIGS) is a new commercial science,
course for intermediate schools. Tht two-semester course contains 100
separate project units, each consisting of a study guide, a set of reading
booklets, and a list of materials, equipment, etc. to be provided by the
school. There are 20 projects each in mechanics, electricity, chemistry,
plants, and animals. Each student receives a copy of the Inquiry Methods
Handbook as a guide in planning projects and preparing project reports.
The science lab is to be divided into 5 learning stations, one for each
of the project areas; and a library center housing reading materials. Each
learning station is to be equipped with what is required to perform the
projects in its area and is to provide work space for 10 students, while
the library center is to provide study space for 15 students. (These figures
assume a class of 40 stuaents or less.)

During each semester, each student is required to do one project in each -

area, two or three independently, and the others with a fellow student.
Each student can do as many additional projects as time permits. The student.
elects each project wall the instructor's approval. Not more than one stu-
dent or stildent pair can work on a given project at a given time. The
instructor assists students individually Or in pairs. Students present oral
or written reports on all of their projects as the instructor's main basis
for evaluating their work. Both instructor and student keep an up-to-date
record of projects performed and their level of accomplishment.

List of program feaures (Be brief. You may or may not need all the numbers.)

1.

2.

3.

4,

5.

6.

7.

8.

9,

10.

410
11.

12.

13.
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2. How would you obtain data On whether,the
Its version of MIGS in any way from what

Unit 9 - 95

2

Franklin I.S. chose to modify
has been described?

3. Assume 3 science teachers each has four classes in MTGS. What plan would
you use to assess how well the following procedures were employed in the
12 classes? (Assume that you gather your data just after a semester,has ehded.)

a. Students elect projects in conference isith the instructor.

b. Each student dOes projects in each area each'semester, two or three
individually and the others with another students

4. List aspects of the classroom setup for MIGS where it is likely that
shortcomings of implementation will be found.
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a number of
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Unit 9 96

Teacher A made extensive use of whole-class lectures and
rather than eaching PUGS on an individual basis. What are
ltkely causes of this faulty implementation and how would you
them?

6. Assume you found that one major cause of Teacher Art failure to follow
the required procedure was a latk of understanding of how to individual-
fze instruction. What are typgs of sources you would turn to in seeking
information on ways of overcoming this failure?

7. Outline a plan for remedying the shortcoming in Teacher A's instruction
and state reasons for your choice.

(Continue on back if you need more space.)

10 0,

.
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PRE- AND,POST ASSESSMENT EXERCISE - ANSWER KEY -

Explanation: The answers given below, excepffor the answer to Question 1,
are meant to offer you a basis for judging the adequacy bf the answers
you have given rather than presenting the pnly correct answers. You
could correctly have offered different answers. You should judge your
answers in terms of whether they show an understanding of the planning
process that compares with that represented by the4Rnswers given here.

Q. 1. List of program features

1. Materials for two-semester course available - 100 projects, etc.

2(.. 5 learning stations provided, each with work space for 10 students.

3. A library center with space for 15 students

4. Student does one project in each of 5 areas, 2 or 3 independently,
2 or 3 with a fellow student

5. Students do as many additional projects as their time permits

6. Only one student or pair of students works on a given project at a time

7. The instructor offers assistance to individual students or pairs

8. The instructor evaluates students' work on basis of oral,or wrftten
reports

9'. The instructor keeps a record of each student's performance and level
of advancement

10. The student keeps a record of his/her performance and level of work

Q. 2. Obtaining data on whether Franklin I.S. modified the MIGS_Rrogram

The answer to this question could be obtained by interviewing the person
responsible for introducing the MIGS program - perhaps the associate
superintendent for instruction, perhaps the department chairman in science.

g. 3a. Evidence that students elect projects in conference with the instructor

Evidence on this feature could be obtained by interviewing teachers or
student%, by observing the planning process, or by examining records kept
of teacher/student planning. Observation would be the most dependable method.

Q. 3b. Evidence that each student does 5 proipcts a semester, one in each
area, 2 or 3 Individually and the others with a fellow student

Here the dependable evidence would come from examining records of projects
performed as kept by teachers and students.

1 0 1
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Q. 4. List aspects of the classroom setup for MIGS where shortcomings of
_Implementation are apt to occur.

Two aspects of the classroom arrangements need to be cheaed: whether
there are five learning stations, one for each of the five project types,
and each capable of handling 10 students; and whether the library center
houses the required materials and can accommodate 15 stbdents.

Q. 5. . Reasons why Teacher A fails to teach MIGS on an individual basis

Here are somse likely reasons for Teacher A's use of whole-class methods:

- A preference for'teaching groups rather than individual students

- The lack of training for conducting the individualized approach

- Students' lack of skills in using the pi-oject approach

Q, 6. Types of sources of information on improving one's understanding
of individualized instruction.

Consult leaders in school sytems that employ the MIGS program. I:,
Consult an education information center, if one is available.
Turn to the ERIC file Tor references describing individualization.
Use the Education Index or other guide to the literature on individualization.
Consult university faculty members on teacher education for individualization.
Consult staff members of the state education department.

Q. 7. plan for remedyintTeacher A's lack of understanding of individual-
izing instruction.

The plan you offer in answer to this question is your own. For this'
reason, this answer key can only indicate types of provisions your plan
should include.

Your plan should outline the in-service training Teacher A is to receive:
what should the training include, how should the training be given, who
Wird conduct it, and when would it occur?

Some what comOnents of training would be work on planning students'
projeaTtutoring individual students or pairs, teaching students to
conduct their projects on their own, and budgeting instructional time.

Some reasonable how aspects of the training would be selected readings
about the conduct of individualized project work, observing other
teachers conduct individualized instiuction, and coaching by someone
who know the MIGS program well.

The ths probably would need to be the chairman
or a system-level science coordinator.

The when would mainly be during the school day
after-school study and consultation.
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Training for Leadership In Local
Educational Improvement Programs

UNIT EVALUATION FORM

Untt -9 e. 99
,

Unit 9. Analyeng and Wroving the Implementation of a Local Educational
Program

Evaluatibn by . Date

Position .,6ganization

Please give your reactions to this unit by cheCkihg and writing in_your
opinions and recommendations. Returning this's fOrm to Research for Better
Schools, 1700 Market St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19103 (Attention: Glen Heathers)
will help us judge the valme of the unit as well as aiding in its revition.

A. Your judgment on the importance of a unit on this topic as training for
leadership in local educational improvement programs.

Check: Very High High Moderate. Low Very Low

Your commerits:

. Your judgment of the qualit,y of the introductory section of the unit.

Check: Very High High Moderate Low Very Low

Your comments:

e

C, Your judgment of the adequacy of the set of unit objectives,

Check: ,Very High High Moderate Low Very Low

What objectives do you recommend omitting? Why?
. .

What,objectives do you rtcommend adding? Why?

6
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UR# 9 - 100D. Your judgment on the quality of the (hit contents.

Check: very High High -Mtidgfate Vow Very Low

Your comMents:

4

k

E. Your judgment on the quality Of the unit exercises.

Check: Very High High Moderate Low . Very Low

Your comments:

F. Your judgment on the quality Oirthe Unit pre- and post-assessments.

Check: Very High, High Moderate Low Very Low

Your comments:

G. About how many hours did you take to complete this unit?-

H. How valuable do you judge this unit to be for training each of the follbwing
categories of educational leaders? Please enter the appropriate sy.lbol.
H - Highly valuable. M Mhde)'ately valuable. I - Low value

School system central administrators

Building principals

Curriculum coordint6fS

Field consultants of state education departments

Graduate students in administration or supervision

Other:
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